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No injuries reported

Firefighters respond
to weekend blazes
City and county firefighting
crews were kept busy over the
weekend responding to several
calls.
The second floor of the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston, 12th
and Glendale, suffered extensive
fire damage in a blaze early Sunday afternoon.
The fire also caused heavy
smoke and water damage to the
first floor of the residence, according to Phil Owens, Murray
fire marshal.
According to Murray Fire
Department reports, the fire
started in the garage where a portable electric heater was used to
thaw frozen pipes. Fire spread to
an interior wall and up to the second floor, reports said.
The Houstons were home at the
time. No injuries were reported.
Friends and neighbors, several
with trucks,came to the scene and
helped remove a majority of the
furnishings,family photos and the
physician's documents from theburning house.
The fire department responded
with 25 firefighters and four
trucks. The Calloway County FireRescue Squad, with 16 men and
three trucks, assisted.
The Murray Police Department
_- and Calloway County Sheriff's Office rerouted traffic around the
scene.
Rescue squad firefighters also
responded to other fires over the
weekend.
The Eddie -Culver_ house, Flint
Baptist Church Road, was
destroyed by a Sunday morning
fire, a squad spokesman said.
Fourteen men with three units
responded to the call.
A flue fire, also Sunday morning, resulted in very minor
damage to the Robert Johnson
residence, Stella, the spokesman
said. Eight men with three trucks
were at the scene.
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PHYSICIAN'S HOME HEAVILY DAMAGED — Artie Haneline,
top photo, Murray firefighter, has an icy seat as he sits atop the Dr.
and Mrs. Hugh Houston home while battling the Sunday afternoon
fire. Lower right, Dr. Hal Houston Jr.,left, nephew of Hugh Hodaton,
speaks with Fire Chief Jackie Cooper during the blaze. Friends and
neighbors, lower left, aided in rescue efforts during the fire saving
many of the Houston's.possessions.(Additional photos on page two.)
Staff photos by Jennie B.Gordon

The Jerry Outland trailer, on
Highway 94 East adjacent to
White Camper Sales, was
destroyed in a Saturday morning
fire, the spokesman added. Seven
men with two units responded.
The rescue squad assisted the
Hazel Fire Department with a fire
Saturday night at the residence of
Pete Lackey, on the west side of
town, according to Gene Miller,
Hazel fire chief.
The attic was engulfed when
authorities arrived at the scene,
Miller said.
The city had a broken water
main at the time of the fire but it
did not hamper efforts of the
firefighters, Miller said.
No injuries were reported from
the fires.

Temperature
reported
at minus 13
A cold train roared through
Kentucky on Saturday, breaking
temperature records at most
weather stations in the state but
promising a sunny light at the end
of the tunnel.
The temperature dipped to 13
below in Murray over the weekend
according to official weather
observer John E.Scott.
The temperature of 13 below at
Blue Grass Field near Lexington
early Saturday -was an all-time
low for a Jan. 17.
Gauges at Louisville hit 10
below between 7a.m. and 8 a.m.,a
far cry from the normal low
tefiTherature of 24 for that date,
said the National Weather Service.
The mercury dipped to new lows
(Continued on Page Two)

Power out in city, county
Cold weather caused a malfunction in substation equipment
resulting in a loss of power in east
Calloway County for about two
hours Sunday, according to John
Walker of West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative.

back on by 9:30 a.m., Walker said.
The Canterbury area also was
without power about four hours
Sunday, according to Ron Underwood, superintendent of the Murray Electric System.
Underwood said a transformer
malfunctioned because of an
Walker said power went off overload early Sunday morning.
MES workers replaced the
about 7 a.m. Some was restored
about 8:30 a.m. and all power was 'transformer.
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Legislators discuss budget recommendations, redistricting
By DIANA TAYLOR
_ Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
shortened second week of the 1982
General Assembly began and ended with discussions focusing on
the governor's budget recommendations, but the four diys also included a dose of redistricting and
a squabble involving the House
leadership.
Members of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee started the week with a
lengthy briefing from finance officials on the budget, which will
determine state spending for the
1982-84 biennium.
On Tuesday, both the House and
Senate began budget hearings and
the legislators heard,among other

things, that not all state officials
are pleased with the funding
recommended by the governor for
their departments.
Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber,
noting that his original budget request had been trimmed by nearly
$80 million before being forwardto the legislature, said his initial request should be funded with
increased or new taxes if
necessary.
"In my opinion we have a sound
budget that is not inflated'and is
realistic," Barber said. "I do not
pad my requests."
Barber also told a House committee that a proposal for mandatory kindergarten was a lastminute addition to the budget on
which education officials were not

consulted.
He added, however, that the
need for kindergarten is well
docuthented.
In other quarters, however,
Justice Secretary Neil Welch said
his agency could live with the
amount of money _recommended
by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., even
though it would mean fewer new
state Police troopers than he
believes necessary.
Legislators, meanwhile, were
taking a few shots at the Commerce Cabinet's proposed budget
— especially that portion calling
for higher room rates at state
parks.
"I think people will stay away
(from the parks) in droves," said
Rep. Ken Harper, R-Lakeside
Park. .

Also in the money area, but on
the revenue side of the ledger, was
the beginning of a study that could
lead to the state's adoption of a
business activities tax.
The tax would be charged on the
basis of 'goods and services
businesses sell in__Kentucky.,
puted as a percentage of a
business' gross receipts. The proposal could lead to the elimination
of Kentucky's inheritance,
corporate-and personal-income
taxes.
The legislators also continued
work on a subject dear to their
hearts — redistricting — and the
Senate approached the final
stages of the process.
The Senate's State Government
Committee approved a plan to
redraw the 38 senatorial districts

Lawmakers to return to same legislative proposals
A plan developed by House
By HERBERTSPARROW
Speaker Bobby Richardson, DAssociated Press Writer
- FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — -Glasgow, aimed at easing the ob.;
Redistricting and the budget will jections of' legislators from norprobably take th.e headlines again thern and 'central Kentucky, surwhen Kentucky lawmakers return faced late last week -in the comto Frankfort Wednesday after a mittee.
The main differences continue
five-day break from the 1982
General Assembly.
to be over the makeup of the 4th
A contr3versial redistricting and 6th Districts. Richardson's
plan for the state Senate schedul- plan would group most of the nored for a floor vote Wednesday is thern Kentucky counties in the 4th
District and would move,
expected to pass unchanged.
—gThe House has not yet begun Jessamine County entirely within
-discussion of redrawing its the 6th District.
Jessamine County currently is
districts, but the House State
Government Committee is ex- 'divided between the Sth and' 6th
pected to-consider a congressional Districts, while earlier plans had
it entirely in the 5th Iticharison
rc ,..tricting proposal this week.

would also move Boyle County
from the 6th to the 5th.
That is not popular with Boyle
County's representative, -Joe
Clarke. The Danville Democrat
has vowed to use his influence to
keep his county in the 6th District.
"I don't know of anyone in Boyle
County — Democrat, Republican
or Whig — who doesn't want to
stay in the 6th District," Clarke
said.
Part of Clarke's influence
comes from his long-time chairmanship of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee. .
Despite a legislative holiday
Tuesday in honor of Robert E.
Lee's' birthday, Clarke will have

his committee in Frankfort to continue review of Gov. John Y.
Brown. Ar.'s proposed -.198244
budget.
The committee is expected to
again take an overall look at the
budget proposals_ Tuesday before
getting into a specific review of
the-Public Protection and Regulation Cabinet later in the week.
Also Wednesday, the Senate is
scheduled to vote on tw,e---at
vironmental bills. One w6uld reestablish a special fund for money
-received from the paper-recycling
program and other resourcerecovery activities.
The other would exempt the
(Continued on Page Two+
--

over the objections of ,Sen. Jon District into the 4th, where
Ackerson, R-Louisville, whose Republican Gene Snyder serves.
The week ended Thursday with
34th District would be most afa dispute involving the assignfected by the changes.
Ackerson, who has all but con- ment of House committee chair•
ceded defeat in his battle, would manships.
Rep. J.R. Gray, D-Benton,
represent several southeastern
Kentutky_eoimttetvt4econs4,z/aetan:a.VntraOft.rrrWrllPmre— —
—
current constituents in suburbanSixaker grabby Meilen:6.4—M—
Jefferson County until his term Glasgow,for comments attributed
expires in 1987.
to Richardson after Gray was
In the House, a congressional removed as chairman of the
redistricting plan was unveiled Labor and IndustryCommittee.
Richardson was quoted in a
and a final draft is expected to be
ready for consideration in about newspaper story as saying Gray's
removal resulted from his aptwo weeks.
State Rep. Pete Worthington, D- parent lack of interest in
Ewing, said he would oppose part legislative matters by not attenof the plan that would add Robert- ding° the pre-legislative conson County to the congressional ference.
Gray,saying his non-attendance
district of U.S. Rep. Larry
was required by his job, demandHopkins, R-Ky.
Robertson County is now in the ed an apology in a letter to
7th District, represented by Richardson.
But Richardson, commenting
Democrat Carl Perkins.
The plan also proposes moving that "the truth is the truth," said
Bracken County from the 7th he would not receive one.

partly sunny
Partly sunny and warmer.
Highs in the upper 20s to row
30s. Mostly cloudy tonight.
Temperatures will remain
steady or rise several degrees
over the afternoon highs. Mostly cloudy Tuesday and warmer
with highs,in the mid 40s to
neaL50.
Wednesday through Friday:
• Partly cloudy with little or no
precipitation
expected.
_
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HOME TOTAL LOSS — The home of Eddie Culver,
Flint Baptist Church Road, was destroyed by
fire in a Sunday morning blaze.
Staff photos by JennirIT. Gordon
CULVER

HAZEL HOME GUTTED — Hazel Fire Department and Calloway
County Rescue Squad responded to a
Saturday night fire at the homeof Pete Lackey located westside
of Hazel.

Discussion on women to follow show

TRAILER DESTROYED — Seven members of the Calloway County Rescue Squad fought a Saturday morning blaze at a trailer occupied by Jerry Outland.

By Dr. Kenneth Harrell
Dean of Humanistic Studies
Murray State University
The appearance of Peggy
Cowles- as—Anna Dickinson in
Daniel Stein's "An Independent
Woman" will be followed by a
panel discussion on the topic "An
Independent Woman Then and
Now: A Hundred Years of Progress?"
_
The play focuses upon the
career of Anna Dickinson, a 19th
century feminist who died in 1932
shortly before her 90th birthday.
Dickinson died friendless and
unknown, yet in the secondlialf of
the century she was perhaps the
mostfamous woman in America..
Between 1860 and 1872 she appeared regularly- on lecture platforms, speaking on "The Rights
and Wrongs of Women," the Civil
War,and Reconstruction.
Although her speeches lacked
orderly progression,. her . pas-_
;sionate,. extemporanouS delivery
excited audiences anxious tobear
their.ca use championed. -They do
mistalwho think we want all
argume t in our public speeches
now," noted one reporter. "We
want Peter the Hermit, to preach
crusades."

IMPORTANT SALE
ON GOODYEAR ARRIVA FOR
IMPORTS.
SAVE MONEY.SAVE GAS.
WITH ALL-SEASON
ARRIVA FOR IMPORT
CARS.
• Steel-belted radial
construction

--'-4ts-to4pr-tn14elI-s you-it's different.
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1155/1110912
Blackwell.'
Plus 81.35 PET
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P 1 55/50R13
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PI65/801415
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145.00
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$5045
$55.95
$47 70
845 75
1150.7S
$52.55
$513.05

$1 74
$I 98
$160
SI 79
$148
$163
SI 85
Sale Ends Jan 9th.

GOODYEAR
POWER STREAK 78
CLEARANCE.
SAVE WHILE
SUPPLY LASTS. ,
• Our best-selling diagonalply
• Individual crossplies of
tough polyester for
strength
•.Shoulder gripping edges
for extra bite into cunses.

Sae

8111•11•811

1140.110
1133 90
$351115
$37.70
$34.55
$40.75
$4015
141.51
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front grease seals
• Pack front wheel
bearings • Inspect
hydraulicsystem•Add
fluid • Road test
2-Wheel Front Oise:
install new front brake
pads• Resurface front
rotors .• inspeCt
calipers

Prices start at $19for our regular front-end alignment
service. Parts and additional service extra if needed.
• Inspect all four tires • Correct air pressure • Set
front wheel caster, camber, toe to proper alignment
• Inspect.steering and suspension sieterns______
Most U S cars Imports city achusimie suspension IncludiSiront
wheel dove Chevettes, light truckS and cars requiring MacPherson
Strut correction extra

77

•

•

trucks

Additiond Pelt arid
services pima if
needed

00DTIVEAR

G

Tire And Alignment Co. Inc.
153-0595

COODYEARIN,EPENDENT DEALERS
—

, •IV

Rudolph.'s

t

(Continued from Page One)

Most U S cats Many
imports and light

Alf

Assembly...

Front Wheel
Roar Wheel
Four VIThreell

Includes: Install new

-721 So. 12th

(Continued From Page 1)
elsewhere in the state as well. It
bottomed out at 14 below in
Paducah, 19 below in Covington
and 15 below in Bowling Green,

Prolong Tire Life Boost MPG

Disc or drum!

OR
Orunc_Install
new brake lining and
resurface all four
drums

PARIS (AP) — An assistant
U.S. military attache, Lt. Col.
Charles Robert Ray, 43, was shot
and killed outside his Paris apartment this morning, authorities
said.
,
Wastringtork:State Depaziment spokeswoman Sue Pittman
said Ray's slaying "is confirmed"
but she gave no further details.
,Police sources said Ray was
killed by one shot in the head fired
by a gunman who escaped on foot.
The shooting occurred as Ray
walked from his apartment
building to his car on the
Boulevard Emile Augier in the
French capital's fashionable 16th
disc
ptor iet.
e
Commissioner Marcel
Leclerc told reporters at the scene
that Ray died instantly.
The U.S. Embassy said Ray,
married and the father of two
-Teen-age Children,haifbeen a U.S.
Army attache since mid-1980.
The Rev. Keith - Ramey, a
Roman Catholic priest Who
described himself as "the best of
friends" with the Ray family,said
Ray's distraught wife,1 Sharon,'
called him at 5 a.m. EST in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., where he was
vacationing.
"She was just hysterical. She
kept sobbing and saying she
couldn't believe what was happening, I'm wondering if I shouldn't
hop on a flight to Paris right
away," Ramey said. He said Ray
had visired • him recently in
Washington, D.C., where the family belonged to Ramey's former
rit_±4;H:

Weather...

TOTAL ALIGNMENT
HEADQUARTERS

Murray, Ky.

GOODYEAR INDEPENDENT DEALERS

The depression of the 1870's, the
changing tastes of audiences, and
Dickinson's quarrelsome, vindictive and unforgiving personality led to her demise as a public
figure in the early seventies. She
turned to the theatre as both a
playwright and actress, but she
never regained the popular attention she earlier commanded.'
Clearly, Anna Dickinson's
unbending attitudes, her refusal to
compromise and her caustic wit
ultimately fed potential enemies
and alienated friends.
Daniel Stien, who based his
script on papers from the Library
of Congress,has skillfully drawn a
balanced picture of Dickinson. His
play treats her as a bright, attractive and spontaneous teenager, a
woman in middle age struggling

to maintain her sanity, and as an
elderly woman fighting again battles of the past.
Following Peggy Cowles' performance a panel, consisting of
author Stien, Miss Cowles, Lillian
Rogers of the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology at
Murray State University, and
Kathryn Pasco of the Forrest C.
Pogue Oral History Institute, will
discuss Dickinson's career and its
relationship to the women's movement and societal changes in the
last 100 years. The panel
moderator will be Dr. Kenneth
Harrell, Dean of the College of
Humanistic Studies.
The performance is scheduled
for 8410 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 19, at
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre on
the MSU Campus. Tickets may be
obtained by telephoning 762-6797.

U.S. military attache shot, killed

Solo Ends Jan 301ft
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Widely adored as the Joan of
Arc of the Union cause, Dickinson
directed her withering sarcasm at
Democrats, copperheads, the
South and even General George
McClellan, who she described as a
traitor.
Following the war she joined the
then popular lyceum circuit, frequently delivering 150 speeches a
year. Although she often lectured
on the emancipation of women
and maintained close personal
friendships with Susan B. Anthony
and Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Dickinson avoided formal ties
with the organized suffrage movement.
In a -different age Dickinson
might have established a career in
politics; however, that option was
closed to women in the late 19th
century.

federal government from a state
requirement that 15 days notice be
given to hazardous waste facilitiy
owners before release of information designated by the owners as
confidential.
A bill setting up a mechanism
for the possible merger of
Louisville and Jefferson County
governments also is slated for a
vote this week in the Senate.
Among the measures scheduled
for a floor vote in the House this
week are bills to allow the Kentucky Housing Corp. to make
loans to persons of moderate income as well as low-income; to require tests for inborn errors of
metabolism. such as PKU,on infants; and a package of housecleaning bills to remove obsolete
or duplicative language from the
etteca
sta tutes.
.

•-•

Ramey identified the couple's
children as Julie, 17,and Mark,15.
"I know one of the reasons they
wanted to go to Europe was to provide their children with the exposure to a different culture,"
Ramey said.
Last Nov. 12, an unidentified

gunman emptied a semiautomatic pistol at U.S. Charge
d'Affaires Christian Chapman as
he walked to his car from his
-Paris apartment. Chapman ducked behind the car and escaped
unharmed. The attacker was
never found.

MSU grad appears in program

Bette Midler and Lilly Tomlin and
made appearances at such events
as the Willie Nelson Fourth of July
picnic at Liberty Hill, Texas.
Harvey's movie debut Monday
no doubt will enhance his stature
as a Brownsville native son and
successful Murray State
graduate. Although he doesn't
have the starring role, Harvey's
name is listed alongside Garner's
in NBC publieity information
about the show.
Harvey plays the character
"Ernie,",a Korean War hero who
has returned to his small
hometown, Cushing, Okla., where
he knocks around with old friends,
especially "George Adams,"
played by Garner.
The story follows Adams'fears
of losing his job as a steam-engine
handyman to the modern diesel.
The character of Ernie is further
developed when he falls in love
with Adams'sister-in-law.
Harvey also does a little singing
in the movie. And according to
NBC press information, "Garner
will chime in."
friend,.nt liazvey-ts IA" has
followed his career since the early
days at Murray State, Steve
Hamrick Of Frankfort, thinks
Harvey is now due nomination as
a "Distinguished Alumnus."
"I believe this is Alex's first maLondon and Jackson.
jor movie role. Certainly with his
While temperatures were exadditional accomplishments as a
pected to steadily improve as the
songwriter, he is deserving of
frigid air moved out of the state, a
recognition,"-said Hamrick.
number of school systems in KenOne of Harvey's early stage aptucky announced they would shut
.pearances was in the musical
down Monday.
"Stars in My Crown," an outdoor
Many were in the eastern part of
production in the Kenlake State
the state, where roads remained
Resort Park amphitheater, said
slick and hazardous from the leavHamrick.
ings of last week's snowstorm.
Among those planning to close
'Harvey-is said to keep in touch
were Bath, Bourbon, with friends in Brownsville where
Breckenridge, Butler, Christian, his sister, Mrs. Jean Williams,
Clark, Edmonson, Fleming, lives'. During the mid-1970s, he
Franklin, Garrard, Graves, visited Murray State and gave a
Jessamine, Lairence, Lee, Liv- performance.
ingston, Logan, Menifee, Montgomery, Nicholas, Pulaski,
The Murray Ledger & Times
Rowan, Russell, Scott, Simpson,
(LISPS 301-71111)
Todd and Warren counties.
The Murray Ledger 6 Times ispublished
The Weather Service said that
every afternoon "except Sundays, Jigy 4.
as the high pressure was inching
Christmas Day. New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
its way out-of Kentucky,a southerInc., ISS N. 4th, Murray. Ky 41071. Second
ly flew of air waited in the wings.
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 4207)
SUBSCRIPTION HATES: In areas served
Temperatures rose steadily
by carriers. P.M per month, payable in adthroughout the day Sunday, and a
vance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farwarm front was expected to form
mington, Ky. and Pans. Buchanan and
north of the Bluegrass state.
l'uryear, Tn., $24 SO per year By mail to
Beeause stf that front, the serMiser destinations $35.611/Ser year.
To reoill all departments of the newspaper
vice said, the mercury might even
phone 753-1916 •
rise as high as 60 degrees by
Thursday.
By Johnny Miller
Most of the televisions in rural
Haywood County in western Tennessee will probably be tuned to
NBC tonight when native Alex
Harvey, who also is claimed by
Murray State University, acts in a
supporting role in a major TV
movie.
Harvey, author of the country
music standard "Delta Dawn,"
plays a sidekick to stair James
Garner in the two-hour production
"The Long Summer of George
Adams"at8 p.M:local time.
A native of Brownsville, Tenn.,
and a graduate of Murray State
with an area in music in 1964 and
the Master's of music education in •
1966, Thomas Alexander Harvey
has gained some fame as a country music Songwriter. Other
credits include "Reuben James,"
which was a top hit for Kenny
Rogers.
In recent years, Harvey has attempted-to advance his performing career, both music and acting,
and now makes his home in Los
Angeles.. He has toured with_namts...hke,_
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Capitol conservation

By Sy Ramsey
41r

Air bag proposal
may save lives
Sen. John Danforth has a great idea. The
Missouri Republican has introduced legislation
to allow automakers a $300 tax credit for each
car equipped with an air bag and to put a $300 excise tax on each car sold without an air bag.
The idea involves the judicious use of the carrot and the stick, and it ought to be acceptable to
the auto industry and the Reagan administration.
For years Detroit has been fighting mandatory
safety requirements, such as the air bag and
automatic seat belts, which were to be phased in
starting with the 1982 model year. Detroit argues
that the safety requirements cost too much and
make it difficult for the domestic industry, no*
in its worst doldeums in more than 20 years.
In reality, the safety devices don't cost that
much — mass produced, air bags add maybe
$200 to the cost of a car, and automatic seat belts
around $50 to $100 — and under rules issued by
the Carter administration foreign cars would
have to have them,too.
The Reagan administration, however,
ideologically committed to getting rid of regulations that inconvenience industry, bought the
argument. Last October, Raymond A Peck Jr.,
director of the National Highway Safety Administration, over-ruled the unanimous recommendation of his senior advisers and threw out
the requirements for automatic crash protection. The property and casualty insurance industry is seeking in federal court to overturn the
decision, on several grounds, but there is no telling what, or how soon, the courts will decide.
The insurance industry, of course, has a vested
interest in safety, but its interest coincides with
public interest. It is estimated that some 10,000
lives a year can be saved by the use of passive
restraints. The costs of crash injuries, according
to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety,
are Second only to cancer, amounting — when
costs of emergency medical aid, hospital care,
rehabilitation, lost wages and other direct and
'indirect costs are taken into consideration — to
about $20 billion a year.
Most of those costs are borne by society, and
there is logic in Sen. Danforth's argument that
the costs of avoiding them should be borne-by
society. The alternative is to reinstate the crash
protection requirements and have the costs paid
for directly by the industry and eventually by the
public anyway. The alternative is not, in the
name of deregulation, to sentence 10,000
Americans to death.
(Reprinted by permission of The Philadelphia Inquirer)
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.'s administration
may have broken a record for early
submission of the biennial budget
proposal, but there's a long way to go
before its adoption — maybe until the
final days of the 1982 session.
"There is no target date or the
budget's passage," said Cabinet
Secretary George Atkins, who as
former finance secretary had great
influence on the document before the
General Assembly.
"We fully anticipate that it may
very well be the last week before the
legislature acts."
When the administration put the
proposal on legislative desks and
Brown gave a budget speech the first
week of the session, there was little
knowledgeable reaction because the
lawmakers had no time to study the
budget.
On the surface, the document was
hold-the-line and apparently required no new or added taxation.
What the administration did essentially was to take the half billion
dollars it had cut from the current

two-year budget and distribute most
of that money in the new budget,
especially for education and human
resources.
The net outcome was that both the
current and new versions look the
same in aggregate totals. But one
discovery was that not even a half
billion dollar injection would satisfy
the needs of all Kentuckians.
Inlhis connection, the administration is making it easier for legislators
to absorb the details.
Many programs sought by state
agencies simply have not been funded in the governor's recommendations or have been reduced, but it's
difficult to pinpoint all of them in the
massive looseleaf budget book.
So the House and Senate appropriations and revenue committees, which
are holding separate budget hearings, have been given a collection of
excerpts from the document which
should give their members a better
idea of the overall lack of funding.
The important legislative decision
will be whether to stay with Brown's
version basically or seek additional

revenue through some form of tax
change.
"I don't hear any new tax conversation out of the legislature," Atkins
said. "But I think after a review of
the budget, the talk will begin."
The cabinet secretary added that
the governor "may very well make
recommendations for changes
himself."
Brown hinted early on that he had
some tax adjustments in mind, and
the one that emerged is a business
activity or gross receipts tax on
business that supposedly could
replace state income taxes and the
inheritance tak-and yield much extra
money as well.
Atkins said the proposal is much
more than an administration balloon
sent up to determine legislative reaction.
It has great potential and it's a
very life concept," Atkins said. "The
trouble right now is that we have little hard information Ion the probable
tax yield)."
Meantime, speculation continues
on other taxes — such as an increase

•

Editor:
The Calloway County ASC Committee and Office
Personnel would like to take this opportunity to express our gratitude and appreciation, and to say
"thank you" for the fine cooperation we received •
from your paper the past year..
It was through the prompt and courteous service
of the Ledger and Times that kept our farmers informed with timely information on farm programs.
We wish for each of you the very best for this New
Year. We know that you are looking forward to
moving to your new location and our good wishes go
out to you in this endeavor.
Sincerely,
David E. Riley, Jr. CED
Calloway County ASCS Office
•
Editor:
We commend the emphasis &ten-Id-the National
Day of Conscience for Public Education on January
17 by the school systems of Murray and Calloway
County. Public education, far from being a matter
of self-preservation, is a concern of the selfpreparation of our children for full and responsible
participation in the future of our society. The present-serious threat to the financial soundness of
public educational system, due to expedient governmental policies, is detrimental to the quality of
education our children deserve and their future
demands.
The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association was pleased to give added emphasis to
the Day of Conscience by recognizing this concern
during church services. The clergy joins with
educators in working for truth and justice in this
issue vital to the common good.
We urge the continued awareness and response to
this community concern, and encourage the letterwriting campaign to our legislators asking for their
support of education.
Sincerely,
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., Chairman
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association

Mray Ledger 8t Times
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
'Niles and other AP News.

in the 4.5 percent levy on severance
of coal and other minerals.
A new study indicates that this
could be a bonanza which could produce up to $300 million annually in
new revenues without undulY affecting Kentucky's competitive status in
coal sales.
Other speculation involves a combination of greater excise-type taxes,
such as raising the cigarette and liquor levies.
No one really knows the probable
legislative direction in taxes, and
historically the impetus for such
changes comes from a governor.
The one important new program
suggested by Brown is mandatory
kindergarten in public schools, for
which he threw in about $5 million additional for the biennium.
But even that proposal is rather
general and has not met with the expected hurrahs from the Kentucky
Education Association, some of
whose members are concerned with
a possible diversion of funds from
teacher salary increases.

Looking bock
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Ten years ago
Members of Murray Fire Depart,
ment completed an eight-hour course
in multi-media first aid taught by
Assistant Chief Don Newberry and
Fireman Morris Prescott.
Wendy Williams and David Sims,
juniors at Calloway County High
School, were selected to participate.
in Kentucky All-State Orchestra and
Kentucky All-State Band, Jan. 6-8, at
Lexington.
Twenty years ago
The home and contents of Mr. and
Mrs. William ( Red) Lawrence and
their six small children of Kirksey
was destroyed by fire the night of
Jan. 17.
Thirty years ago
Isaac W. Dowdy, son Wide.-end
Mrs. Carl C. Dowdy, was had been
promoted to rank of corporal while
serving with 7th Infantry Division of
U.S. Army in Korea.
Rayburn Watkins, administrative
secretary of Louisville Chamber of
Commerce, had been elected president Of Murray State College Alumni
Association. Other officers were
Dalton Woodall, Paducah, vice president, and M. 0. Wrather, Murray,
secretary-treasurer.
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Lawmakers' undecided about Brown budget

by john cuniff

business mirror

Economy haves, havenots continue struggle
NEW YORK ( API — The haves
and the havenots are always fighting,
and for a good old American reason:
The haves want to keep what they've
won,and the havenots just as eagerly
want to win what they haven't.
All in all, it has been a decent battle
so long as the economy was expanding and making room for more people.
Under such conditions, the two
didn't need to fight. The havenots,
that is, could g,et theirs without hav--Eng to grab it from the haves. The
haves,secure in their property,could
act magnanimously to newcomers.
In a shrink economy, however, the
mood changes. The haves hold dearly
to what they have lest it be taken
from them, which may be the very

The haves are mostly older, the
thing the havenots have in mind. The
havenots younger, which makes the
haves are marked; they are enemy.'
problem even worse. Check who are
You can see it happening in housleaders of rent control drives,
the
ing, which used to be the allare the authors of proposals to
who
American pastime — the buying, exdeny
homeowners the right to deduct
panding, tending of it. It was the incosts from income taxes, and
interest
spiration for hard work, the fulfillthe fight for getting tax
leads
who
ment of dreams, the symbol of acrenters and you'll find a
for
breaks
complishment. If you had a house
under age 35.
people
of
lot
you felt you were a have. You felt you
belonged.
Perfectly understandable
behavior, because the very factors
Houses now cost about 3.5 times the
intRillittouSehold Iht--Mfe;1rtSe in - iinftativn especially,tilat have made
homeowners rich are the factors that
price that produces a two-faced
make it all but impossible for many
results that adds up to conflict. It
young families to own a home of their
makes the haves smile over their
own.
success; it makes the havenots frown
Understandable, but not
because it shuts them out of the great
necessarilly charitable, reasonable
American dream and pastime.

Writer asks about social security payments
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: A wife, age 62,
starts drawing reduced social security benefits on her husband's primary
insurance amount. The husband filed
for his benefit on his own wage
record when he was well past the age
of 65. The husband's health is breaking. If he should live until the wife.arrives at age 65, would her widow's
benefit be equivalent to deceased
husband's primary insurance
amount or would widow's benefit be
reduced because she elected to take

reduced wife's benefits? F.P.
ANSWER: Yes, if a widow files for
widow's benefits at age 65 or older,
she would receive 100 96 of her husband's primary insurance amount.
However, if your case, and others
whose spouses have worked past the
age of 65, this does not necessarily
mean that you will receive the exact.
benefit that your husband was
receiving at the time of his death.
Persons who work past the age of 65,
and do not draw social security
benefits for any months between
their 65th and 72nd birthday earn
delayed retirement credits, amounting to 't,4 of 1% per month (396 per
year) as an increase in their primary
insurance amount. The worker is the
only one to receive this _added
benefit. The amount of benefit which
the widow would receive, being—age
65 or older when filing for widow's
benefits, would be the amount her

or wise.
A now familiar if not hoary proposal, for example, would limit or
take away the income tax deductibility of interest paid on home mortgages. That deductibility is generally sizable, because of growth in the
size or mortgages and because of the
high level of interest rates charged.
Mortgage interest and property tax
deductions, one advocate argues,
adds up to $39 billion in "foregone"
fetic:::4:•1 revenues-.
doesn't work anyway, he argues,
because first-time buyers, for whom
it was meant as an incentive, aren't
able to buy. Besides, the higher the
tax bracket, the greater the benefit
or, if you choose, the subsidy.

,61RAccogrr
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husband would have received had he
retired at age 65, plus the yearly costof-living increases.
HEARTLINE: I will be turning age
62 this year. I have been considering
retirement at that age, but would like
to know what my social security
benefits would be if I did retire then.
there anrwarythatI.:cair find out
before I actually retire? P.R.
ANSWER: Yes. Go to your nearest
social security office and ask for an
estimate of your benefits for retirement at age 62.
HEARTI.INE: I am preparing my
income tax returns and need to know
about my veteran's benefit. Do I
have to report them on the income
tax forms for 1981? K.T.
ANSWER: No. By law, veterans
benefits are not taxable and should
not be reported to any taxing authority (Federal,State, City, etc.)
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Brown-Hendrix vows said at church

datebook
Auxiliary plans meeting
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday, Jan. 20, at 10 a.m. in educational
unit of hospital. Louise Sickel, R. N., director of
Hospice program, will present a slide show about
the program, celebrating its first anniversary this
month.
All auxiliary members are urged to attend and
prospective members are invited, said Marcia
Dillon, president. Coffee will be served at 9:30 a.m.

tennis play scheduled
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will meet Thursday, Jan. 21, at 9 a.m. at home of
Vicki Baker to go to Kenlake Tennis Center for
play.
The lineup will be as follows: Janie Ryan,
Frances Hulse, Annie Knight and Norma Frank;
Marilyn Adkins, Vicki Baker, Sandy Brannon and
7:10.9 05
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Tracey Overby Brown
and Michael Hendrix, Jr.,
were married Dec. 19 at 2
in the sanctuary of
p.m.
Mug Rigsby; Janie Howe, Sheila Grogan, Agnes
First
United Methodist
Payne and Cathy Young,For a substitute call Leisa _ Church. Parents of the
Faughn and Nancy Fandrich.
couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Brown, Murray,
and Michael Hendrix,Sr.,
and Lou Hendrix, Mt.
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey McCuiston, 1604 Miller, are
Sterling.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
the parents of a baby girl, Tiffany Nichole, born
Jr., officiated. Music was
Saturday, Dec. 26, at Murray-Calloway County
by Bea Farrell, organist,
Hospital. She weighed nine pounds and measured 21
and Margie Shown,
inches. They have a son, Mitchell Kyle, 15 months.
The father is employed at 641 Shell. The mother is
soloist. Johnna Brandon
the former Donna Smith.
and Renee Overby,
cousins of bride, kept theGrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Pat
guest register.
Smith, Almo, and Mr. and Mrs. Max McCuiston,
The bride was escorta
Murray. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Acie
to the altar by her father
Clyde Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes, Lela Mcand given in marriage by
Caiston and the late Richard T. McCuiston, all of
her parents. She wore a
Murray; and Elaine Perighan of Puryear, Tenn.,
formal gown of white
and the late Winfred James of Murray. A greatchiffon and Peau D'ange
great-grandfather is W. Y. Russell, Rt.6.
lace. The half-moon yoke
of pearled lace was
enhanced by a narrow
standup ruffle at the
neckline. Soft' sheer
bishop sleeves were cuffed with pearled lace and
Lawrence E.lamb,M.D. edged with a ruffle. The
Be sure your husband gets softly flared skirt had a
ing. The steady loss of significant amounts of blood can plenty of protein. He will border of scalloped lace
need proteip as well as iron and a ruffle encircled the
mount up.
Your husband's- doctors to build new hemoglobin.
did the right thing to check After all, it is a blood pro- chapel train.
She wore a Spanish inother possible sources of tein which contains iron.
bleeding. Some people bleed
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am spired mantilla of pearlsilently from the digestive told we should drink eight to ed Peau D'ange lace and
tract and the digested blood 10 glasses of water a day. silk illusion. Her
is not noticed.
Does that mean that much
of
The iron is essential to water in addition to other cascading bouquet was
forming enough new red liquids we drink, such as cranberry roses,
blood cells. Of course it is milk and fruit juices, coffee, cranberry and dusty rose
important to stop or control tea?
berries and pine cones
the source of bleeding which
DEAR READER - I with baby's breath and
the
in
caused the iron loss
favor drinking water but the
first place. If hemorrhoids hard and fast rule of eight greenery.
Kathy Outland, Murare the cause these may glasses a day leaves a lot to
need to be corrected before be desired. A good guide is ray*as maid of honor.
his anemia stabilizes.
how much urine your kid- Bridesmaids were DebThere are many factors neys form. If you are not
Nashville,
related to anemias. As the drinking enough fluids your bie Hendrix,
bone marrow is called upon urine will be concentrated sister of groom, Holly
to form more and more and you will not pass urine Brown, sister of bride,
blood cells for whatever frequently or in large Tambi Gray, Elizabeth
reason, such as loss of blood, amounts. You might drink Hendon and Martha Pit-

McCuiston baby girl born

•

HEALTH

Low hemoglobin

Centtal C • 753.3314

DEAR DR. LAMB Recently my husband had a
check up at the hospital and
had a hemoglobin of only
five. They gave him four
pints of blood. They examined his stomach, bowel
and kidneys and diagnosed
his condition as bleeding
from internal hemorrhoids. I
would like to know if it is
7:10,9:25
possible to have a hemoglobin that low from bleeding
hemorrhoids.
His stomach acid was 700
times what it should be but
his stomach does not bother
him. His bleeding is occasional, on and off with bowel
movements. He is taking
iron tablets and must check
7:00.9:10
back in two months for more
PAUL NEWNAN
blood work.
SALLY FIELD
DEAR READER - ObviABSENCE
ously if you bleed enough
OF •
your hemoglobin can go to
zero. The interesting point is
MAUCE
that your husband apparently did not notice anything
wrong other than his hemortholels before having an
examination. You can lose a
staie history!lot of blood from internal
)01IN MESE
SEAN CONNERY
hemorrhoids and have no
symptoms except the bleeding.
If a person is not checking
carefully he might not realChestnut 5t •753 33'4
ize how much blood is pass-ONE OF THE YEARS 5 BEST
FILMS. . AN EXTRAORDINARY
Film Bulletin
PRODUCTION,'"
7:05, 925

ROLLOVER

•
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the marrow may literally
become exhausted Then you
have a failure of cell production as well as increased
loss.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-3.
Understanding the Anemias,
to give you a clearer understanding of the factors
involved. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope.for it to
me, in care pi this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hendrix, Jr.
man, Murray.
The attendants wore
floor length gowns of
cranberry quiana. They
had matching floor length
hooded capes with hoods
worn up and adorned with
a sprig of mistletoe. Each
carried a large
Christmas ball decorated
with cranberry ribbons,
dusty rose and cranberry
pine cones and berries
and glass beads.
Amy Manuel, cousin of
groom, flower girl, wore
a white chiffon dress with
a cranberry sash.

The groom chose Jim
McAfee, Danville, as best
man. Groomsman and
ushers were Joey Manning, Howard Haddiz,
Mark Patrick, Steve Hendrix and Brian Hendrix,
Mt. Sterling. The latter
two are brothers of
groom.
Chris Hopkins, Murray,
cousin of bride, was ring
bearer.
The groom and his attendants were attired in
gray pin-stripped tuxedoes.
A reception followed at

TO enter dress your child in something colorful
and come to the location below on the date
listed. A photographer will be available to
photograph your child for entry in contest. This
service is Free. There is absolutely no charge
for entry in contest. Limit 1 entry (child or
group)per family.

Place
Date
Hours

Storey's Food Giant
Bel Air Ctr. Murray
Wed. Jan. 20, 1982
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

The groom's father
entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at Brass
Lantern, Aurora.

TV turns off host's hospitality

Supper fare includes
recipe for snap salad

Anyvh*12 months to 5years
a Free

The couple left for a
skiiing trip to Steamboat
Springs, Colo. They now
reside in Nashville, Tenn.

eight glasses of water a day
and if you work hard and
sweat a lot eight glasses
may not be enough water to
form sufficient urine. How
much urine should you
form/ Probably at least a
quart each day.
DEAR ABBY: What and sets a poor example
You can count any fluid as
be done about TV- for our children.
can
a source of water. Obvioushusbands? My - TV reigns as a "god" in
addicted
ly, milk contains a lotOT
water. In addition your cells sister and her family many homes. One friend
release water from food. made a 600-mile trip to be told me, "I knew my husTable sugar, for example, with us for Thanksgiving. band would spend the
which is very dry breaks
doesn't care whole day in front of the
down into carbon dioxide Her husband
much for sports, and I TV, so I served
and water.

This is the first
Christmas that I actually
felt that my gifts were
really appreciated.
Do you know what I
did? Instead of giving
gifts to ungrateful
relatives and fairf
,
Now he add lh•winds ofOwn.)
at
dinner
ng
weather friends, I took
Thanksgivi
extremely
think it was
the ;300 I had set aside for
PLANNING
rude of my husband to halftime!"
Another friend said she Christmas gifts, went to a
TO MARRY?
spend Thursday through
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger & Sunday glued to the TV invited two lonely discount liquor store and
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedwhile his brother-in-law strangers for Thanksgiv- bought 150 bottles of
ding reports.
looked for something to ing, and her husband kept wine. I tied a red ribbon
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
read. We teach our the football game on dur- around each bottle, drove
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
children to put the wishes ing the meal and peered down to skid row and
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
of their guests before around the guests so as passed out my gifts to the
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
bums.
their own, but what's to not to miss a play.
be accepted.
Sure, we tell our
Abby, you wouldn't
husband
a
about
done
be
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
feel,
we
how
the thanks I got!
husbands
believe
basic
that
who violates
for a wedding article are available at the
but they don't believe in Every one who got a botmanners?
good
of
rule
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
tle shook my hand, wishIt's embarrassing for me compromising.
I know it's nothing to ed me a merry
divorce a man over, butit- -Christmas, and -asked
sure does spoil the God to bless me! You
holidays. Any sugges- could tell it was straight
from the heart.
tions?
Most people would conFED UP WITH FOOT1 clove garlic, slightly BALL
demn me for this, but,
By CECILY
smashed
DEAR FED UP: You Abby, many organizaBROWNSTONE
dried have several choices: tiOns hand out food
11 teaspoon
Associated Press
crushed thyme
You can yell, scream, baskets, toys and gifts to
Food Editor
Salt and pepper to taste threaten, berate and the orphans and poor peoSUPPER FARE
Steam the beans just criticize your TV - ple at Christmastime, but
Steak Sandwiches Snap
they are tender- addicted husband in an nobody thinks about the
until
with
d
Gingerbrea
Said
erBp and a pretty green— Wad TO- get him to homeless, down-and-out
Applesauce
color; drain and cool. sacrifice watching his drifters on skid row. They
Snap Salad
,1-1.-1,ssifir-5hake or whisk together beloved game in favor of are the forgotten men
just before serving helps the oil, lemon juice, being a good host. Or you nobody cares about.
Now I know what the
keep the beans from turn- garlic, thyme and salt can make a trade-off and
and pepper; let stand at agree to do something for joy of giving means.
irfg an olive color.
DON
least an hour. Just before him if he does something
1 pound snap beans
serving remove the garlic for you.
DEAR DON: Far be it
1,4 cup olive oil
You can also refrain from me to judge anyone
Juice of 1 medium and mix the dressing with
lemon (2 generous tables- the beans. Makes 6 serv- from inviting guests for for his brand of generosiThanksgiving if you don't ty. But since your motive
ings.
poons)
want to entertain them in giving this year was to
alone. Do whatever be "thanked and blessworks best at your house. ed," you certainly found
•••
a way to get your
DEAR ABBY---4-feel money's worth.
miniature Portrait
wonderful this morning!
All entries to receive

Baby Photo Contest

•

Murray Woman's Club
House.
Catherine Dick, Carol
Dick„ Janna Bell, Dinah
Hook and Penny Overby,
cousin of bride, served.
Donnie Hendrix, Murray,
entertained with piano
selections.

•••

Sale's
Still On At

Joe Smith's
Carpet Center
10 Million Dollar Carpet
Sale Has Been Extended
Thru. Jan. 23, 1982.
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sot. 8-4
753-6660
So. 4th Murray

-1

4370

Abigail Von Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I received a
Christmas card with the
following message:
"Seasons Greetings from
Mr. and Mrs. John Q.
Smith and Richard."
Abby, Richard is their
33-year-old, unmarried
son who lives at home. He
is mentally competent
and gainfully employed.
My husband says that as
an adult, Richard should
send his own Christmas
card instead of taking a
free ride with Mom and
Dad.
I say, as long as they all
live in the same house,
it's perfectly proper.
What do you say?......
FRIENDS
DEAR FRIENDS: Why
analyze or judge? Accept
"seasons greetings"
from all three, and be
glad somebody thought
you were worth 20 cents.
•••
Do you have questions
about sex, love, drugs
and the pain of growing
up? Get Abby's new
booklet: "What Every
Teen-Ager Ought to
Know." Send ;2 and a
long, stamped (37 cents),
self-addressed envelope
to: Abby, Teen Booklet,
12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne,
Calif. 90250.
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By Jontzen, Act Ill, Jeanne Dwell,
and Douglas More

1/2 Off

zts

(Sweaters,Sleepwooraftobos, AUkw.iry & Belts)

Town & Country
Dress Shop
• trt.

Dixieland Center On Chestnut St.
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"To make good you must
ye some talent other than
termination." — William
father
Today's declarer was
termined to enjoy a diaond ruff in dummy. The
oblem was that West regnized what declarer was
) to and his continued
ump leads beat the game
The defense took two
lades and East shifted to a
ump. Declarer won and
d a low diamond, hoping
, later ruff a diamond.
eat won his diamond king
xl led another trump. Now
lere were no trumps left in
ammy and declarer had to
tie two spades and two diabonds to go one down.
Declarer can make his
ame if he gives the defense
different set of problems.
lter winning East's trump
lift, declarer should lead a
lub to dummy's ace and
off a club. Then he can
fford to lead a low diaiond towards dummy's
ueen. West wins, but what
an he do? If he leads his
econd trump to prevent a
iamond ruff, declarer wins
a dummy and ruffs a club.
Jimmy's suit is now estabished, trumps are drawn
.nd dummy's diamond
lueen provides the entry.
If instead, West leads a
liamond after he wins his
.ing, declarer ruffs a club
ind ruffs a diamond and he
till has trump control to
wing in 10 tricks.
When you have lots of

Munda.Januar% M. PHV

Collins-Bogard vows said

G. CORN,IR.

Renata Ann Collins and
James Russell (Rusty)
Bogard were married
Friday, Dec. HI, at 6:30
p.m:- at Sinking Spring
Baptist Church. Their
4arents are Mr. and Mrs.
Connell (Billj Collins and
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Bogard.
The Rev. Billy Turner
officiated at the candlelit,
double ring ceremony. A
program of music was
presented by Eddie
Outland, violinist, Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist,
and Richard Jones,
organist.
The bride wore a formal gown of white
sheerganza with chantilly
trimming. A
• lace
sweetheart yoke of schiffli embroidered sheer net
was outlined with a ruffle
of chantilly lace. The
flared skirt had an
overlay of pleated
sheerganza edged with a
ruffle of lace.
She wore a portrait hat
covered in matching lace
and schiffli embroidery.
A satin band circled the
crown with bows and

1.18,11

NORTH
•J 4 2
,J 10

•Q11
•A1071152
EAST
41 11C 10518
64 2
41 6 3 2
•K 9 8

•A4445
11,5 3
•KJ97

SOUTH
•7 3
•AIEQ1117
* A 1054
•3

Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding:
West
Dbl

North
24
491

Dealer.
Esst
240
All.
pass

Opening lead: Spade ace
eggs, don't try to put them
all in one basket.
Bid with Cora
South holds:

1-18-B

•J 4 2
J 10

•Q 8
•A 117152

North
111
2 NT

Soya
1 NT

Mr. and Mrs. James Russell Bogard

ANSWER: Three no trump.
The club suit will probably
be of value. If not, perhaps
the scattered honors will be
enough.
- -Seed bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Dos 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
ter reply
cosrnsw III
United Meters Seediest*

Recetitbrickfeted
with bridal events
Sgyeral bridal events were hostesses for a perwen given in honor of sonal shower at Manis
Mrs. James Russell- home. Present or sending
Bogard, the former gifts were 12 persons.
A miscellaneous bridal
Renata Ann Collins.
A White Bible service shower was at Federal
was by Baptist Young Savings and Loan comWomen of Sinking Spring munity room with Ora
Baptist Church. Kuykendall, Elizabeth
Refreshments were serv- Furches, Frances
ed by Laura Paschall, Paschall, Mary Hurt,
Debbie Darnell, Sharon Betty Lockhart, Dot ErFurches, Janet Paschall win, Sharon Furches,
Jane Key, Laura
and Gail Furches.
Sherilyt Wisehart and 'Paschall and Debbie
Freda Steely were Darnell as hostesses.
hostesses for a brunch at- Present or sending gifts
tended by 24 at Boston were 85 persons.
Betty Lockhart, aunt of
Tea Party.
Paula Manisi—Meta bride, was hostess for
Matheny, Cornelia bridesmaids luncheon at
Jackson and Kim Erwin DeVanti's.

Corning community events
Monday,Jan. 18
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Joe's Family
Restaurant.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have an open
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.

Monday,Jan. 18
Church.

streamers intertwined
with a pouch and panels
of bridal illusion trailing
down canter back She
wore lace wrist gloves
and pearl earrings, gift of
her parents.
The bride carried a
cascading bouquet of
cymbidium orchids and
stephanotis with Chinese
evergreens and English
ivy.
Her attendants were
Cornelia Jackson, maid
of honor; Meta Matheny
and Elizabeth Underwood, London, Ohio,
cousin of bride,
bridesmaids; Dolly
LeAnn Bogard, flower
girl.
They wore identical
gowns of cerise satin with
sweetheart necklines and
puffed sleeves with
shoulders accented with
baby doll bows. The
waists had pleated cummerbunds with slightly
flared skirts. Their bouquets were of red roses
with pink pixie carnations surrounded by
greenery.
Greg Cunningham was

best man. Jamie Morganti and Kent Wisehart
were groomsmen.
Ringbearer was Benjamin Bogard. Ushers
were Billy Collins and
Berry Bogard.
A reception followed at
the church fellowship
hall.
The table was centered
svith a brass
candelabrum filled with
candles and red and
white carnations. Serving
were Kim Erwin, Paula
Manis, Lori Adams,
Carita Chambers,
Meleah Paschall and Linda Burris.
Rice bags were
distributed by Leslie and
Brad Erwin awl Missy
Bogard. Lee Ann
Lockhart and Jeanne
Darnell presided at the
register.
The couple went on a
wedding trip to New
Orleans, La. They are
now residing on RL 7.
The groom's parents
were hosts for a rehearsal dinner at Dakota Feed
and Grain. The bridal
couple presented their at,
tendants with gifts.

- AP

Your Individual
Horoscope

Tuesday,Jan. 19
Center.

Frames kale
Farewell reception for
Murray Assembly No.
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY Ann
Cottrell
Dick and June
19 Order_ of Rainbow for What kind of day will tomor- LEO
rade behavior.
will be from 6:30 to 9 p.m. Girls will meet at 7 p.m. row be? To find out what the (July23 to Aug.22) 444*
in Community Room, at lodge hall.
VIE4C
stars say, read the forecast Family differences are hap- (
CDec. to Jan. 19)
Federal Savings and
y ego when ingiven for your birth Sign.
pily resolved. Pride in your
important
Loan, Main and Seventh
work leads to accomplishMusic Department of
Evening hours favor
Go
the
in
evening
out
ment.
for
Streets.
Murray Woman's Club
relaxing moments wi a
oyable time.
no
viiej
ai
Murray Unit of Na- will meet at 7:30 p.m. at ARIES
ed one. Avoid escapism.
TA
19)
Apr.
to
21
(Mar.
Murray Lo- dge No. 105 tional Hairdressers will club house.
AQUARIUS
You'll overcome the objec- (Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
Frei and Accepted meet at 6:30 p.m. at Nations of a close tie regarding a Someone may renege on an (Jan.30 to Feb.le)
Masons will meet at 7:30. tional Beauty Supply.
Murray Optimist Club business move or investment. agreement, but your creative A behind-thescenes career
your
p.m. at lodge hall.
will meet at 6 p.m. at Social life and travel bring energy is high. Home fun is development works in
Tuesday,Tan. 19
popularity is on
Your
favor.
a
be
but
favored,
guest
may
benefits.
Restaurant.
Senior Adult Joe's Family
the upswing. Enjoy mingling
- Inc., will
Recovery,
late in arriving.
TAURUS
with others.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Fellowship of F(rst BapOne-woman show, "An (Apr.20t0 May 20) ditlUeP LIBRA
Health Center, North tist Church will have a Independent Woman," Follow the lead of a close (Sept.72to Oct.72) Tall' PISCES
X
Seventh and Olive covered dish luncheon at will be- presented at 8 tie. Business. and pleasure Practicality should be your (Feb.19to Mar.20)to be your
proves
in
friend
advantage
A
your
Local
to
keynote when shopping.
noon at fellowship hall.
Streets.
p.m. in Robert E. combine
the evening. Capitalize on sur- visits have some romantic best adviser. A higher-up is
Johnson_ Theatre, Murray prising developments.
overtones. Chance meetings favorably disposed towards
Christian- Women's
Calloway County
State University. Tickets GEMINI
you. Your originality brings
are likely.
KenMurray,
of
Club
Retarded
of
Association
are $3 each.
9
114
Career progress.
20)
dune
to
21
(May
SCORPIO
luna
will
have
Citizens will meet at 7 tucky,
Morning hours are best for (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
p.m. in Room 210, Special cheon from 12 noon to 2
Murray TOPS take off work accomplishment. Later Though you're in a hurry to YOU BORN TODAY are
Education Building, Mur- p.m. at Boston Tea Party. pounds sensibly
Club you'll enjoy happy times with tie up loose ends,remember to versatile and have leadership
ray State University.
at a loved one. Good news comes do a thorough job. Keep your ability. Though you have a
p.m.
7
at
meet
will
Meeting. of Retireesof
from a distance.
eye open for a beautiful item flair for business and
Kentucky-Barkley Local 1068 (UAW) has Health Center.
moneymaking enterprises,
CANCER
for the home.
at
meet
will
Gals
been canceled.
Bass 'n
GOO SAGITTARIUS
22)
probably more at home
you're
July
to
„frep•
21
(June
Wednesday,Jan.20
7 p.m. at Triangle Inn.
in the professions or arts.
Lunch time dates are (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
Dairy . Wives favored. Good will brings Friends are helpful with un- Law, medicine, the ministry
Anonymous
Community Chorus will will meet -at 8 p.m. in Homemakers Club will work benefits, but unexpected completed tasks. The evening and government are some of
rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at western portion of meet at noon at Sirloin developments keep you on the finds you in the mood to the fiekis which promise you
socialize, but don't indulge er- fulfillment
go. Be flexible.
First United Methodist Livestock and Exposition Stockade.
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TWO_PILLARS OF STRENGTH
1. ASSETS OVER 100 MILLION DOLLARS
2. IN OUR SECOND CENTURY SERVICE
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On Our New Year Specials
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LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
Coupon

Coupon

Topcoats &
Overcoats

Laundered
Folded or On Hangers

99Es
$2
Ile Unit INN Coops.
Present Catlin Wine Tee Br* Omen*
Good Titre Jan. 284, 1112

r—

Ile ihsli WIN Coupes•
"nttestSsodsallhwelswIldse rimming

IRA
(Tax Sheltered)
Certificates

Coupon

2 Pc. Suits

+,
"
thnh WIN Ceopse
hew,Coupon Wine Tee SrU Cleidee
Good Hire Jai. 211th, 1982

No Unit With Csepel,
Pressal Comma nos Tea Miss Cleaning
Good Tine is.. 211h, 1982

•

All Savers
(Tat free)
Certificates

Brace Thomas
Corporate Vice President
Bobby Grogan
Vice President
--J

Peggy Baizell
Assistant Treasurer

Helen Foley
Vice President
Operations Officer

Chief Executive Of Murray Offices
Joyce Nonnelly

Linda Overcast
Tellers

Clifton Cochran - W.R. Perry • Marshall P. Jones
Advisory Bawd
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Laundry & Cleaners

L

7512552

North 12th
603 Main

Small Savors
30 Meath
Certificates

Money Market
6 Month
Certificates

NOW
Checking
Accents

H
Feclerai
13th & Main
6th & Poplar

79,802,401.68
2,046,830.62
462,817.88
3,201,000.00
536,375.56
936,102.54
14,278,334.40
1•14263A62.611

First Mortgage Loans
Other Loans
Real Estate Owned
Investments And Securities
Fixed Assets, less Depreciation
Deferred Charges-Other Assets
Cash On Hand And In Banks
Total Assets
•

OFFICIALS & EMPLOYEES
MURRAY OFFICES

20 cY0 on

$299

ASSETS

SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST PENALTY REQUIRED FOR CERTNICATE WITHDRAWAL

-Draperies

Alens Or Ladies

77 75

EkRN THE COMMUNITY'S HIGHEST INTEREST RATES

Goiania Us. Nth,

Coupon

94,420,263.91
None
None
135,933.35
1,264,182.02
27,464.97
5,400,000.00
16,018.43
101,263,862.68

Savings Deposits
Advance From Federal Home Loan Bank
Borrowed Money
loons In Process
Other Liabilities
Specific Reserves
General Reserves
Surplus
Total Liabilities And Net Worth
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Survey reveals satisfaction offarmers
. NEW YORK (AP) —
Children of farmers are
often depicted as chomping at the bit to get away
from the farM. But a recent survey conducted for
Cotton Inc. indicates that
today's farmers consider
themselves to be both
personally and professionally content.

The report, _ based on -.show, would- continue in
telephone interviews with the career they now have.
461 cotton producers and
Nearly nine out of 10
100 non-cotton farmers, respondents expect their
reveals that 95 percent of children to inherit their
farmers say, if given a farms and the younger,
fret choice, they would more highly educated
still choose to be farmers. farmers are most likely
This compares with only to encourage their offspr60 percent of the general ing to remain in the propublic who, surveys fession, the survey
shows.
Among cotton farmers;
Our health insurance
54 percent want their
policy provides the
children to continue in
farming, while only about
following benefits.
17 percent of the nation's
Does yours?
top business leaders wish
their children to follow in
0,s100 deducible Per Person Per yew
their footsteps, according
•We pay 60% of next $2.000 'Venal/Is and
to a survey by a business
100% of remarning e.penses up to maximum
publication.
benefrts of $1-000.000
Still, agriculture is a
•Doctor vesits and prescription drugs
hazardous
occupation,
inctuden
we
the farmers .agree. The
•No lima on your hospital room up to
threat of unpredictable
somilimate rate ,
weather and drought are
always present, and 91
•No limit on your operation and expenses up to
$1.000.00b
percent of those queried
•No diseases. except pre-existing ones,
believe farmers face
are excluded
more risks than people in
•Can be written on adults. ages 19-60, and
other WOrJE areas. Also,
dependent children under age 19
farms traditionally
epdt•ate on a slim profit
•Higher deductibles and lower benefit amounts
than those shown here may tot written
margin, forcing their
owners to borrow heavily
Shelter's Comprehensive
if they want to expand or
Hospital-Surgical-Medical
sustain
operations. This
Insurance Policy.
makes them particularly
SHELTER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
susceptible to the pinch of
SUN.D
high interest rates. .
SHELTER
Why, then, do farmers
encourage their children
to take over the family
SHELTER INSURANCE (Formerly MfA)
business?
All the Shield you'll ever need.
The study suggests that

DAN McNUTT
522 MAIN 753-0445

•

job.satisfaction- is one of
the primary reasons,
notes Dr. John Crethers
Pollock, president of
Research- & Forecasts
Inc., the New York City
firm that conducted it.
"The widespread sense
of job satisfaction stems,
in part,from the fact that
agriculture allows
farmers to integrate personal and occupational
goals," he says. "Farming parents pass .on not
only their physical property to their children but
also their values — a
definite 'farm ethic' that
distinguishes them from
the general public as a
whole."
A central element of
that ethic is an unusually

LL

strong-- -commitment -to
traditional family values
and "moral lifestyles;"
he explains. A two-thirds
majority (65 percent) of.
cotton farmers say they
would try to reconcile
marital problems "at all
costs" rather than seek
divorce, compared with a
minority (44 percent) of
the general public.
Cotton farmers have a
deep religious involve'bent, the study shows,
with 67 percent saying
they have had a "born
again" experience, compared with 38 percent of
other Americans; 68 percent attend religious services frequently, vs. 44
percent of the public at
large.

CLASS OUTING -1- Calloway County High School horticulture II students
visited the Division of Forestry Tree Nursery near Kentucky Dam.Dave Fisher,
December at 480.6 million who handles nursery seedling operations for the state Department for Human
pounds, down 8.9 million Resources, provided the tour. The student also were shown pine seedlings being
pounds from November. harvested and prepared for shipment by Albert Wilson, Calloway County forest
The USDA also trimmed ranger.
the estimated output
from the eight-state
burley . belt to 716.8
million pounds from
November's reading of
719.75 million pounds.
The Kentucky soybean'
crop was estimated in
December at 50.15 million
bushels, down 1.7 percent
from the 51 million
bushels estimated in
November. Nationally,
the USDA estimate fell
from 2.08 billion bushels
in November to 2:03
billion bushels in
December.

State crop estimates lowered
LOUISVILLE, K y
(AP) — The U.S. Department of Agriculture has
lowered its estimates of
Kentucky's 1981 crops of
corn, burley tobacco and
soybeans in its final
repirt of the year.
According to the USDA,
Kentucky's corn crop
estimate fell by 2.6 percent tcP.: 149 million
bushels, down 4 million
bushels from the
November 1981 estimate.
The national estimate increased from 8.1 billion
bushels to 8.2 billion
bushels.
The burley crop in Kentucky was estimated in

Snow Sleds - Toboggins - Discs
All Sizes

•Bird,Feed

We Talk
Tailored
Terms.

Thistle-Mixed-Sunflower

*Snow Shovels
*Rubber Boots
*Horse Feed
•Bale Straw
Chain Saw Sharpening
TUF-NUT

$300

WESTERN WEAR
Iterwinnimp.: For ridin:rostin•or reeutts..,
you rust cent beet TUF•NUTS
.. and they're SATI5FACTION4WIRANTIE0

DRIVING COURSE — Twenty-eight members of the Calloway County High
School chapter of the Future Farmers of America completed a tractor driving
course consisting of driving procedures, a written test and an obstacle course.
Brad Miller placed first, Mike Vance second and Scott Wyatt third. Shown is Jeff
Butterworth.

We're the agricultural credit specialists. And
tailored terms are just one of many advantages
the Production Credit Association has to offer.
PCA loon officers understand the special financial aspects of agriculture and can take your
financing terms accordingly.
Agricultural operators of all sizes come to
PCA. large and small alike. They know they can
count on us to have a reliable source of financing when needed. And when it comes to tailored
terms... PCA is always a cut above the rest.

$

Southern State
Complete Tire Service

'Snow Tires
Redi-Grip
G78x 15

'42.50 each
F78x14

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Fonn Supply Store

Murray, Ky.

753-7862

Other Sizes In Stock
Includes Mounting
And Balancing
.
Bulk Fertilizer 753-0182

Jackson Purchase
PCA

We Still Have

A Good Selection
Of Frosty Acres
Frozen Vegetables
Quarter Poranf-Pere
Ground Beef

AA each
'
40.00

We're agriculture's
leading lending hand
Let's Talk

Hwy.641 N.

753-5602

Rd.

$1 699

20 Lb. Box Mixed

$

Vegetables

1 399

Whole Hog

.Sausage Patties

6 lb. Box

8"

200 Lb. To 275 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender
•

Me Choy For Cellist,. WriNiall
hurtle

1 35

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
!07 N 2.11r.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

gra.

1 9"
Baby Limas
14 Lb. Box $

Frosty Acres 20 Lb. Box

• •
• •
6
i •

Murray

001
0‘

Patties
r

753-1423

/boa. 757-1601
HOURS;700 5:00 Moo.•Frl.

We AcceptF•111
hoopi-

Rex Dog 21% $695 50 Lb.
Food 25% $795 50 Lb.
60 Lb.
Purina High
$1 399
Protein
Sweet Calf Feed $71)000 Lb.
Cattle Block $352, $200°0?
.
Cattle Salt $215
Dical
$1 0°.°

Mi

r

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V/

753-3404
rain
Merchandising

I

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
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Mrs. Foster's Mrs. Paschall dies
services
$ervices for Mrs, Iva Armstrong and
PaschaV Rt. 1, Hazel, Elizabeth Flippo
conducted
were today at 2 p.m. at strong.
for Mrs. Lydia

IMO

English teacher Peggy Brown explains the student centered philosophy of
education to Paul Kiesow and Betty Lowry.

Interest centers show several areas
of Murray city schools activities
Mtdray city schools presented "A Showcase of Schools" Sunday in conjunction with a National Day of Conscience for Public Education.
Included in the activities at Murray High Sunday were interest centers
showing several areas of the local school program.
The National Day of Conscience was jointly sponsored by National Education Association, Kentucky Education Association and Murray Education
Association.
Photos By Kaye Peebles
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Foster, 92, Rt. 1, Hazel,
were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church,
where she was a
member. The Rev.
times Garland and the
Rev. Kerney Bailey officiated. Music was by
church choir with Gene
Orr Miller as director and
Gwyn Key as organist.
Pallbearers were Jimmy, Ronnie, Glen, John
and Greg Foster and
Ricky Hill. Burial was in
Oak Grove Cemetery
with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel.
Mrs. Foster, died Friday at 930 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Norton Foster, died June
25, 1970. Born Nov. 22,
1889, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of
the late D. Ir.-Wilson and
Missouri Nance Wilson.
Survivors include four
daughters, Lurline
Taylor, Hazel, Florene
Shoemaker, Murray,Fay
Sanders, Lexington, and
Monone Key, Royal Oak,
Mich.; three sons, James
and Hugh Foster, Rt. 1,
Hazel, and Joe Tom
Foster, Rt. 8.
Also surviving are a
sister, Ruby Hill,
Zanesville, Ohio; 13
grandchildren; 22 greatgrandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.

Hazel Baptist Church,
where she was a
member. The Rev. Billy
Turner and the Rev.
James Garland officiated. Oneida White
was organist.

High
ving
ffSe.
Jeff

.

Deering dies
at hospital

Murray Middle School librarian Joan Wilson explains to Dr. and Mrs.
George James the many ways that citizens are involved in school activities.

Services for Mrs. Mertice S. Lampkins, 83, will
be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Harvey Lynn Elder will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Mount Pleasant Church
of Christ Cemetery,_
Gravesrounty.
- Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mrs. Lampkins died
Saturday at 9:40 a.m. at
Care Inn Nursing Home,
Mayfield. She was a
member of Farmington
Church of Christ.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Earl
Gargus, Clyde, Texas,
and Myrtle McKinney,
Rt. 4-, Mayfield; a sister,
Mrs. Harley Cloys. Farmington; two brothers,
Guy Sanders, Savannah,
Ga., and Nolan Sanders,
Pilot Oak; nine grand• children; six greatgrandchildren.

said army Sgt. Cello
Kemps,head of one of the
first rescue teams to arrive Sunday at the sctine
of the tragedy on the
Brazii:Paraguay border
about1700 miles west of
Rio de Janeiro.
All of th6se on the
bridge were believed to
have been Brazilians. .
—There were people
foAllili,-- roand. making
the bridge sway. The
tables broke right in the
middle of the bridge and
Due to a reportilig error, an article in Saturday's
started falling intq,.
people
edition incorrectly stated Joe B61111 W618 attorney
Kemps said
torrent,"
the
the
At
present
time,
BlakelyK.
Ronnie
Bolin
is
for
in a telephone interview.
4 not connected with the Blakely caseHe said there were
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"But the maintenance
of the bridge was not
good," he added. "That
must have had some influence in the breaking of
the cables."
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RED TAG SALE!
Hundreds of
Cuts at RadioUnadvertised Price
Shack Stores and
Participating Dealers!

LOOK #011 THE Re
TAGS'AND SAVE!

4

- Printer/Cassette Interface
12795

Was 229.95 in Cat. 341
• Programs in Easy-to-Learn BASIC
Or Use Our Ready-to-Run Software
• 1.9K RAM.• 24-Character LCD Readout
Best price yet on the programmable computer that you can take anywhere! Solves
problems in business, engineering, science,
more! Use optional cassette recorder and
interface to load and save prograiris—evan
get hard copies of data and programs with
our printer/cassette interface. Only
4". With case, batteries, man3
11116 X 6119 X 2/
ual. #26-3501

Was 149.95 in Cat. 341
Cassette Interface

026.3505

29"
#26-3503

Was 49.00 in

Cat. 241

Save $30 Each!

Floor/Bookshelf Speaker
9

Cut

Each

Reg. 69.95 Each
•8' Woofer • 41/4" Tweeter
3%
4
• Tuned-Port Enclosure
• Genuine Walnut Veneer .
MusterCard
Super price-cut on-this handsome system' Forted enclosure and woofer deliver solid base-to 80 Hz, tweeter gives
you crisp highs to 20,000 Hz. Superb
CHARGE IT
sound with amplifiers rated low as 5
41010ST STORES)
watts rrps. 18 x 1112x 712". Hurry!
#40-1988
11••••

TV Antenna Sale—Enjoy Better
Color Reception and FM, Too!

Deluxe LCD Calculator
MI

By Arcne&

I I

inoec.

S';

•,

2

EC-476 by Radio Shack

SU IN

11110MUM

95

Cut
2%
Reg. 21.957

11100011I Features 40 single-function keys,
"rhemory, auto constant. WIth 100000C3
hour batteries. case. #65-656

Mast not
included

13-Range LCD Multimeter
Bya
s
Miv
ntas
croe
'i0
Save On-a flew Color
Supreme II VHF/UHF/
FM or Color Eagle II
VHF/FM antenna just
in time for the Super
&Noll

• Pre-Assembled
• Golci-Alodized to
Figti Corrosion
• Eleven models to
choose from.

Save-515 on Our "Super Mini"
Car Cassette Player By Realistic -

Battery vein
59.95
Measures AC/DC volts, DC milliamps, resistance. i/4" display.
.
With leads, Ouch. #22-197

N.l'radri
•
1711

Amira2

All-in-One Amplified Phone
DUOFONE'-12 by Radio Shack

Save $15

95 Reg

59.95
Amplifies confetence or family
calls to room-filling volume.
Ready to plug in. FCC registered. #43-295
•

Undei Dash
Of in Most Consoles
And Gloveboxes

Radio Goes
Cut 254)/0 Headphone
Anywhere! By Tandy"
95 2
5
0
;714
Reg.1995:
9

Includes speaker cable,
hardware for do-it-your'sell installation.
19/,sx 5'/A x
#12-18133

Reg.
59.95

Hear Your Favorite AM Station
While You Walk. Jog or Work-!
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Services for Finis Lindsey, 96, Murray, were today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roy M. Lowe
Funeral Home, Lowes.
The Rev. Glenn Terry officiated.
Burial was in Story's
Chapel Cemetery, Bell
City:
Lindsey died Saturday
at 10:40 a.m. at Westview
Nursing Home.
Survivors include five
daughters, Moreen
Grooms, Murray, Clara
Mathis, Rt. 3, and Jewell
Canter, Annie Grooms
and Effie Weaver, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; two sons, Ed
Lindsey, Mayfield; and
Marshal Lindsey.
Also surviving are a
brother, Elvis Lindsey,
Burkley; 23 grandchildren; 29 greatgrandchildren.

MC-1401 by Realistic"'

At least 40 dead after footbridge falls
RIO DE JANEIRO, ing waters of the Parana
Brazil (AP) — River 50 feet below.
Most of the people on
Horseplay, overloading
narrow suspensio
the
were
neglect
blamed
and
today for the collapse of a bridge were sWept away
suspended footbridge by the swift ;:urrent, but.
over one of the Sete seven managed to grab
Quedas Falls that plung- onto the bridge cables or
ed at least 40 sightseers to rocks near the water's
their death in the churn- edge and were rescued,

Finis Lindsey
rites today
at 1.6.-sies —

Now the World's First Pocket Computer is Even
More Affordable!
Computer
TRS-80 Pocket

John D. McKinney, 55,
901 Stratford, Murray,
died Saturday at 2 p.m. at
a hospital in Denver,
Colo.
McKinney was a construction engineer for
Parsons Company. Born
May 30, 1926, he was the
son of Dent and Jessie
McKinney of Belleview,
Mo.
He is survived by his
widow, Edna Calhoun
McKinney; his parents;
two daughters, Mary
Hardin, Euless Texas,
and Martha Parker, Murray; a brother, William
D. McKinney, Belleview,
I- •
Mo.
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

—
Services for Mrs.
Kathryn Drummond, 35,
wife of Gerald Drummond, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., were Sunday at 2
p.m. in LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn.
Burial was in Mount
Zion Cemetery.
Mrs. Drummond died
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis. Born
July 18, 1944, she was the
daughter of Paul and
Prances Brown Linsman,
Rt. 3, Paris.
Survivors include her
husband, to 'whom she
was married in April
1966, a daughter, Lisa
Drummond, 15, and a
son, Chad, 9, Rt. 1,
Puryear; her parents;
two sisters, Janet
Gallimore and Paulette
Kent,Puryear.

ache thaelt

Lampkins'
rites Tuesday
Community leaders and Murray school personnel discuss issues relating te
the current financial crisis in public education in Kentucky. From left, Mayor
Holmes Ellis; Willie Jackson, director of pupil personnel; Wakt„Apperson,
Murray Ledger & Times publisher; Robert Gun Jeffrey, superintendent of
Murray City Schools; Eli Alexander, assistant superintendent, and Lanette
Hunt,5th grade teacher(back to camera).

She is survived by a
daughter, Louise Patton,
Rt. 1, Hazel; four grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren.
Two sons, Hassell and
Ellie Paschall, also
preceded her in death.

Pallbearers were
James. and KentWisehart, Clint Shekell,
John Lowry, Charles
Burkeen and Roy Henry.
Burial was in-South PleaLuther Deering, 93, Rt.
sant Grove Cemetery
Lynn Grove CommuniIt
with arrangements by J.
died Sunday at 6:22
ty,
H. Churchill Funeral
at Murray-calloway
a.m.
Home.
County Hospital.
Mrs. Paschall, 88, died
He is survived by a
Sunday at 6:30 a.m. at daughter, Beulah Burke,
her home. Her husband, and two sons, Hubert and
Quitman Paschall, died Cap Deering, Rt. 1; three
May 15, 1961. Born Oct. grandchildren; eight
16, 1893, in Calloway great-grandchildren.
County, she was the
Max Churchill Funeral
daughter of the late Home will be in charge of
Albert Sidney Johnson arrangements.

Murray man
dies; rites
incomplete
I
Robertson teacher Margaret Franklin explains, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Greer some of the school programs which use pa.,ents as resources in the
classrooin.
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Racer triumph
ties league
in triple knot

Center injures ankle

Oakley out, MSU falls
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Pull 12.7 points and 10
rebounds from the Lady,
Racers' game plan and
what happens? Well,
Saturday night it was a
59-53 loss to visiting
Eastern Kentucky, that's
what.
Starting center, 6-foot-4
Diane Oakley helplessly
watched from the bench
with a sprained ankle
Saturday As her Murray
-State teammates stumbled for the-third-time in
Ohio Valley Conference
play.
Oakley's injury occured during Friday's
practice after she had led
the Murray _women with
19 points, 12 rebounds in a
lo,ing effort to Morehead
State only the night
before.
The Lady Racers gave
up seveh inches in their
starting lineup when 5-9
senior Jeanette Rowan
was moved to the inside
slut from her former wing
position.
She did a yeoman's job

on the boards, leading all largest of either team) to
rebounders with' 17, but three points 45-42. Werher two of 12 accuracy muth's 14-footer ,and a
from the field couldn't fill pair of free throws imthe shooting shoes of mediately afterwards
gave EKU the lead for
Oakley.
The loss couldn't be good 46-45 with 5:40 left.
pinned entirely on Rowan - Then Dugan asserted
because Mina Todd was her 6-1 frame inside ofoff her scoring potential fensively to collected a
as well with only six total pair of -follow up shots to
points, all coming in the fend off the Lady Racers
in their final rally. Werfirst half.
MSU as a team shot a muth and Dugan scored
dismal 32 percent from 12 each for EKU but Murthe field (22 of. 60) ray's Marla Kelsch led all
4
although .the Lady Col- _ with 13'.
Eastern improved to 8onels were only slightly
better hitting 22 of 56 for 5 overall, 2-3 in OVC play,
while the Lady Racers
39 percent.
The Lady Racers, plunged to 3-8 and 1-3.
Middle Tennessee
among the top five teams
in the country in rebound awaits the Murray
margin, out-boarded the women at Murfreesboro
Lady Colonels despite the Thursday where the two
teams collide at 5:15 p.m.
absence of Oakley 50-39.
MURRAY STATE(M)
Crucial to the EKU win
Todd 2-9, 0-0, 6; Barrett 0-4, 4-5, 4;
was the stretch play of Rowan
2-12, 1-2, 5; Redwine 34, 1-2, 7;
6-17, 1-2. 13; Cooper 4-6, 2-4, 10;
guard Freda Hagan, for- Kelsch 3-9,
0-0,I; Morris 1-2,0-0, 2
Wyche
ward Tina Wermuth, and
.
Totals- 2241,9-15,
KENTUCKY(M)
EASTERN
Dugan.
or
center Chancell
Makes 4-9, 2-2, II; Wermuth 5-10, 2-2,
Four consecutive 12; Dugan 44,44, 12; Hagan 24,3-4, 7;
34, 04, 6; Haney 1-2, 04, 2;
Goodin
9:29
with
points by Hagan
Chattel3-7,2-2,I; Brady 6-2, 2-2,2
remaining cut the MSU
Totals- n-56.15-21.
Halftime- MSU as,Bill M.
lead from seven (the

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray State couldn't
have asked for a more fitting end to a three-game
home stretch after knocking off Austin Peay,
Morehead State and then
Saturday night Eastern
Kentucky.
The 74-60 triumph over
the Colonels upped `the
Rac'ers Ohio Valley Conference.mark to 5-1, tying
them with Western Kentucky and Middle Tennessee for the league
lead.
"I think our guys are
starting to play up to
their full potential now
and we're in about as
good a position (11-4) as
we can-be in with a tough
road schedule coming
up," Racer coach Ron
Greene said Saturday
night.
MSU totally dominated
the contest, rolling to a
10-2 advantage at 14:49 of
the first period before
jumping ahead by -as
much as 16 (34-18) with
1:37 remaining before
halftime.
The Colonels started
three'freshmen with four
more first-year players
alternating from the
bench and their inexperience was obvious
against the Murray
veterans.
Three-year starter

PASS TIME - Racer Kenney Hammonds(44)shovels a pass inside despite
heavy pressure from Eastern Kentucky's Billy Riese! (31). Murray State
claimed its fifth Ohio Valley Conference victory with the win over the ColStaffphoto by Jim Rector
onels.

Glen Green took command of the scoring
department by hitting
nine of 17 from the field,
five of six from the free
throw stripe for 23 points.
The Racer junior also
dished out a game-high
six assists, blocked a shot
and robbed Colonel
ballhandlers twice in 39
minutes of play.
Eastern tried a
slowdown tempo in the
early going, but the
Racers became impatient with the cool atmosphere and jetted to a
safe 37-23 margin by
halftime.
A Brian Stewart layup
sparked the Murray
move from a 17-13 lead to
a 34-18 advantage during
a five minute first half
span. Green was responsible for seven of the 17
Racer points during the
decisive time period.
The Colonels could
have folded then, but
Greene said the visitors
never quit and in the first
half he admitted, "They
worked our fannies off on
the boards." EKU came
up with a 21-15 carom
margin in the first half
and ended with a 40-30
total.
EKU's Frank Baines
wasn't willing to call it
quits until the final
buzzer as he paced the
(Continued On Page 9)

Racer coach grabs for brass ring

-•- edgen finds goodbye difficult to say
Fri
COOPER IN COMMAND-Murray State's Sharon Cooper(32) pulled down
this rebound during the Lady Racers'loss to Eastern Kentucky Saturday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

HUGHES AND GREGORY
Take Pleasure In Announcing That

SID EASLEY
And

-----C:MARK BLANKENSHIP-Hove become partners for the practice of low.
Effective January 1, 1982, the firm name will be changed to

HUGHES,GREGORY,
EASLEY & BLANKENSHIP
P.O. Box 230
203 South Sixth Street
Murray, Kentucky 4207-1
Phone(502)7,53-2633

Not Ryon Hughes(1906-1981)
John A. Gregory, Jr.
Sid Easley
C. Mork Blankenship
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By JIM RECTOR
- Sports Editor
Murray State football
coach Ralph Friedgen
decided to reach for the
brass ring of life, but he
found it hard to leave the
Blue and Gold of Murray.
Friedgen, offensive line
coach and assistant head
coach to Frank Beamer,
accepted a position as offensive coordinator at
Maryland Friday morning and Saturday night he
was still wondering if
he'd done the right thing.
"In my heart I was extremely happy here in
Murray. The people here
are the greatest. jtj,
fessionally I had to decide
whether I wanted to stay
Where I was or reach for
the brass ring in life,"
Friedgen said. The decision wasn't easy.
"I've never been happier in coaching than I
was here under Frankie
(Beamer). Murray State
is very fortunate to have
Frank Beamer. He's a
class guy in a class operation."
Friedgen was offered
the job Tuesday by Bobby

41 41 41 41 11 41 41 41 41 41•41 41
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coofaitieVor and Stkue ad- • tag," Tifidget mention- -the bond between the lint
vice Claiborne gave him ed, "After I've left and their coach. No matbefore he accepted the everywhere else the ter whether we won or
schools have done better lost or if a back gained aE
Mary-land offer.
assisthan ever. Murray will the yardage in the world,
an
only
"If it was
tant coaching position probably win the national if they pleased me, then
they offered me, I'd have championship after I'm that's what counted.
"That's what makes
stayed at MSU. But as of- gone. I'm going to miss
fensive coordinator I'll be playing at Eastern (Ken- coaching more than just a
controlling my own tucky) next year. I was job. It's the relationships
destiny. If I do good I can really looking forward to you build with the players
move on to bigger and going to their place and 'and other coaches that
keep you going. I'm going
better things. I can shape beating them bad."
replacen's
to miss this place. I really
Friedge
said
future,"
own
my
ment will be the sixth of- am," Friedgen said.
Friedgen.
Claiborne's advice over fensive line coach in as
the telephone was many years. Two of the
straight to the .point: linemen - center Brad
"You can stay in Murray Johnson and tackle Phil
and be very happy with Pokier - were named to
wtratyou're -doing, or you the All Ohio Valley Concan be like two million ference team after the
others who climb for the 1981 season.
But the best one of the
top of the ladder and
reach for the brass ring of bunch, says Friedgen,
wasn't chosen.
life."
Murray State official
"I don't mean to belitFriedgen decided to
tle Phil or Brad, but the will be chartering a far
climb.
For the third straight best one, Tim Wheeler, bus to the Racers' gun(
year the Friedgen family didn't make All OVC. with Middle Tennessei
will box their belongings There were a lot of other Thursday.
Price of transportatior
arid hit the dusty guards in the conference
their
at
a ticket to the gam(
and
better
were
that
to
success.
trail
coaching
Behind him; Friedgen positions, I guess, but will cost $20 per person
says, will be a prosperous Tim meant more to our The bus will leave at 2:3C
program because team than any other p.m. Thursday and
return immediately after
Beamer will find a quali- lineman.
"I'm really going to the game.
ty replacement for him.
Seats are reserved on a
"I almost regret leav- miss this bunch of guys
because they were just first-come, first-served
starting to come on at the basis. For information
end of the season. You call MSU promotions
have to have been a director Jimmy Wilder,
lineman to 'understand 762-6800.

one HOUR

11.

LAN DOLT LTD.

January

19 20-21

34,35

_ 40,38;40
•

Ross,- Maryland's
replacement for Jerry
Claiborne who took the
head coaching position at
Kentucky. It wasn't until
Friday, however, before
the Maryland graduate
could come to terms with
himself and accept the
position.
Many factors were pulling him to and fro. The
prospect of leaving his
wife, Gloria, while she
stays to complete the
school year as a biology
teacher and girls basketball coach at Calloway
County High was his
strongest objection to
leaving Many.-- "I may be on the road
Monday night recruiting,
that's how soon I'll be involved. I may be away
from my famiry for four
months which will be the
hardest part of all. We
talked it over and it all
came down to 'What are
we in this for?' We've
always played our cards
to the hilt and we decided
to take the chance,"
Friedgen said.
TWO factors swaying
Friedgen to leave were
the prospect of being his
own boss as offensive

VIM
After you've moved in,
call WELCOME WAGON°
After-move problems soon disappear with a
WELCOME WAGON visit. It's a special treat that
provtdes you with gifts of welcome, invitations
from local businesses you can redeem for more
gifts and lots of helpful information..
Relax after the move, you've earned it. Relax
with a WELCOME WAGON visit and a friendly
greeting. We're glad you're our new neighbor.
Call me to arrange.a convenient time for my
visit. I'm looking forward to meeting you.
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess
Mal y
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Asst.
753-5570
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Vols overtake LSU in league race

les

Kentucky overcomes slump
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Coach Don DeVoe of
Tennessee was pleased
with only one thing - the
victory.
"This was a very poorly played game on our
part," DeVoe said Saturday night after his Vols
were forced into overtime
before trimming Vanderbilt 71-69.
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"The only positive
thing tonight is that this
game gives us some position in the conference,"
DeVoe said.
The position it gave
Tennessee, 6-0, was a 1412.
game lead over defending
champion Louisiana
State, 4-1, in the
Southeastern Conference
basketball race.
The Vols, picked to
finish in the middle of the
pack this year, visit
Starkville Wednesday
night for a battle with
struggling Mississippi
State and then return
home Saturday for a
showdown with LSU,
which owns seven consecutive victories over
Tennessee.
In other SEC action
Wednesday, Georgia is at
Alabama, Auburn at
LSU, Mississippi at
Vanderbilt and Kentucky
at Florida.
The remainder of
Saturday's slate has
Florida at Alabama,
Georgia at Auburn, Vandy at Kentucky and

BREAKING OUT - Melvin Turpin (54) and his
Kentucky Wildcat teammates, seen here against
Ole Miss, broke out of their losing slump Saturday
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(Continued From Page 8)
Colonel attack with 17
points, 16 in the second
half. At one point he was
sizzling on seven of eight
from the field in the first
10 minutes of the second
half.
However, the Racers
wouldn't turn loose and
increased their lead to as
much as 21 before the
game's end.
•Greene was pleased
with his squad's improvement over the past week
and a half saying they
weren't playing perfectly
but the Racers were "trying to paint a masterpiece each time out."
Thursday will be the
next opportunity for the
Racer artists as they
Cross the Tennessee state
line to play the Blue
Raiders in Murfreesboro
(7:30 p.m. tipoff). Middle
Tennessee's only con-

ference loss came at the
hands of Western Kentucky, the same as Murray State.
MSU will „complete _
phase two of its tour of
the Volunteer Ste?
Saturday when the
Racers travel to
Cookeville to face Tennessee Tech. Then the
Racers wrap up the
month with a home game
against Western Kentucky, Jan. 30.
EASTERN KENTUCKY (111)
Emerson 2 1-2 5 Wilson 3 0-0 6, Bud:instil 2 0-2 4, Stepp 0 0-0 0, Baines I 1-3
17, Chambers 7 0-1 14, Rieser 20-0 4, Mitchell 2 0-0 4, Feldhaus 2 0-2 4, Daniels 0
2-32
Totals 22615 60
MURRAY STATE I 74)
Curran 4 0-0 II, Hammonds 5 3-4 13,
Hood 5 1-2 II, Green 9 5-6 23, Stewart 5 00 10. Davis 1 0-0 2, Adams 0 0-00. Martin
10-I 2,Slaughter I I-5 3, Sanders 1 0-0 2
Totals 32 10-1174
Halftime Murray 37 Eastern Kentucky 23
Total fouls Eastern Kentucky 20,
Murray State 19 Fouled out Stewart
Technicals Eastern Kentucky
bench
A-5,5013

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

for my
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23 14
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6
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568
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11 27
729 17
San Diego
Saturday's Gaines
Boston 121. Detroit 123
Portland 110, Dallas 103
Houston 116,San Antonio 99
Cleveland 125, Utah 120
Phoenix 106,San Diego 87
Sunday's Games
Los Angeles 109, Kansas City 97
New Jersey 105, Philadelphia 97
Washington 96, Atlanta 78
Indiana 116, Chicago 103
Seattle 122, Golden State 97
Detroit 108, Milwaukee 103
Denver 131. San Diegb 131
Dallas

College
basketball

SOUTH
Ala -Birmingham 52. South Florida 49
Alabama St 90, Alabama A&M 64
Armstrong St 135, Piedmont 105
Auburn 62, Mississippi St 19
Baptist 64, Campbell $7
L
-J-1...,:r4,.....1...--1_ ‘
DePa ul 70, Old Dominion 60
-.J1=.1-...ilteal'-..--1 '1
Florida St 69, Virginia Tech 65
-I-1:.:....J-1.......i i
Furman 76, Appalachian St 71. OT
-1.......1.-1"-/
George Mason 72, Atlantic Chris 59
Ga Southern 71, Mercer 63
James Madison 54, William & Mary 44
EASY TO INSTALL
Kentucky M. Alabama 69
Kentucky St 76,Siena Heights 7$
• Painted Unpainted
Louisiana St S4.GeorgiaS3
• Aluminum• Fiberglass
Marshall 74, Citadel 61
• Wood -Solid
Maryland 62, Clemson $7
No Finger Joints
Memphu St 100, N TexasSt 90
• Raised & Curved Panels
Middle Tenn 70, Tennessee St. 68. DT
• Plywood Panels
Mississippi 69. Florida 67
• Radio Controls
Murray St 74, E Kentucky 60
Norfolk St 94, Virginia St 92, OT
SEE THEM MADE
N Carolina 73, Duke 63
GET HIGHER QUALITY
N Carolina AkT 73, BethuneAT BARGAIN PRICES
Cookman 62
N Carolina St 52, Wake Forest 50 ' CALL TOLL FREE
WO -631-5656
Richmond 75. Radford 66
St.Joseph's, Pa 76, N C Charlotte 67
CALL • WRITE • VISIT
54
Tech
Samford 60, Louisiana
S Carolina 91, Georgia St 66
S Carolina St 78, Honda A&M 63
Southern U 69, Miss Valley 67,01
New Road, Monmouth Junction
SW Louisiana 70, New Orleans 68
New Jersey 08852
Stetson 97, Fredonia S161
Open 9 til 5 - Sat tol 12
Tennessee 71, Vanderbilt 69.0T
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Dirk Minniefield
poured in 25 points and
Derrick Hord added 22 in
the victory. Together,
they took 27 of Kentucky's 58 shots from the
floor and hit 18.
Hord scored eight of

8 Oz. Ribeye

$2995.00

WITH POTATO BREAD
& DINNER SALAD

753 1617
CtlittRAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Murray

ed over the weekend.
"I'm going to try like
hell to sign him," Turner
said. "I haven't made my
last offer yet."
Turner, who compared
his negotiations with
The New York Times
Jackson to college
said Saturday that
added, -Just
recruiting,
Walker has planned for
think how much fun it
ofto
listen
some time to
would be to have Reggie
fers from other teams
in Atlanta. All roads
the
and then give
would lead to Atlanta.
Yankees and owner
We'd have the most
George Steinbrenner a
home-run awesome
final chance to negotiate.
hitting team in baseball."
Braves owner Ted
Jackson said last week
Turner sounded very he would make a signing
determined to sign decision by today or
Jackson when interview- Tuesday.

Warm -Ups
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THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT

Automatic with power steering, power
brakes ond air Silver with red interior.

York Yankees also are
reportedly in the running
to sign Jackson, 35, who
has played with the
Yankees the past - five
seasons.

1.1.3
Off
All

tv

Vb

Including: The Famous Vantage 430
The Hugger GT 421
And Jimmy Conner Tennis-Shoe

I

641S.
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The Wildcats were well
above average Saturday
night, opening with a 15-6
blitz from which
Alabama, despite its own
considerable talent,
never recovered.
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

"Reggie has a lot of
pride and you might say
we took advantage of that

by proposing to pay him
based on attendance,"
said Buzzie Bavasi, the
Angels' executive vice
president. "Reggie's
charisma is bankable and
think he'll be willing to
gamble on it."
Bavasi told the
newspaper he would respond to the offer by today.
"I've got to believe
they're serious about
making a deal with us,"
said Bavasi. "If not, they
are wasting a lot of their
own time and ours."
The Baltimore Orioles,
Atlanta Braves and New

BuyDirect
from Factory
OVERHEAD
DOORS
-

20% Off All
78 Nova

By The Associated Press
Reggie Jackson may be
counting the crowds as
well as home runs next
season if he signs a contract with the California
Angels.
The Los Angeles
Herald Examiner said in
today's editions that
Jackson's agent, Gary
Walker, made a contract
offer that would make a
large part of the slugger's
salary dependent on attendance at Angel games.

To -Chattanooga 78, E Tennessee St
73
Virginia 79, Georgia Tech 60
W Carolina 72. VMI 57
W Kentucky 51, Tennessee Tech 50
MIDWEST
Akron 61. Youngstown St 62
Ball St 83, W Michigan 74
Bradley 92. W Telas St 69
Cleveland St 78, Ill -Chi Circle 76
Dakota Wesleyan 70, Sion: Falls 61
Dayton U. Loyola, Ill 87
Delaware St 53,E Illmou 52
Detroit 73, Xavier, Ohio 64
E Michigan 79, Bowling Green 71
Illinois 55. Michigan St 51
Illinois St 72, N Mexico St 31
Indiana 66, Ohio St 61
Iowa 78. Wisconsin 62
Kansas??, OklahomaSt 72
Louisville 74, Cincinnati SI
Marquette 82, Creighton 61

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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with a convincing 86-69 triumph over Alabama. Turpin connected for 14 points in the Southeastern Conference victory.
Photo by Hal Crouch
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Georgia 54-53 on Howard
Carter's two free throws
with 12 seconds remaining, Auburn blasted
Mississippi State 62-49
and Ole Miss edged
Florida 69-67 on Carlos
Clark's two free throws
with five seconds remaining.

Jackson may draw Angels fans in '82
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Mississippi State at Ole
Miss.
Dale Ellis scored 19 to
lead Tennessee, 11-3, over
Vandy, with Tyrone
Beaman hitting three key
free throws in the overtime period. Willie Jones
_bad 18 points and Phil
Tox 17 for Vandy, 9-5 and
2-4.
We simply didn't concentrate as we should
have," said DeVoe. "We
lost some of our intensity,
and our intensity level
has to be high or anybody
can beat us on a given
night."
In other SEC action
Saturday, sixth-ranked
Kentucky extended its
Rupp Arena winning
streak to 21 games by
belting No. 13 Alabama
R6-9. LSU trimmed
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SEC

Kentucky's first 11
points. Minniefield,
meanwhile, atoned for
five first-half turnovers
with 15 points in the final
period. Those included
five straight points after
Alabama had closed to
within 65-55 with 6:21 to
go.
Alabama played well
enough to win most
nights. The Tide tilt half
of their 62 shots, held a 3326 rebounding edge and
placed four players in
double figures, but were
outscored 22-7 from the.
free-throw line.
It was the ninth consecutive defeats for both
Mississippi State and
Florida, which had dropped seven by five points
or less during the streak.
Among other high
scorers in Saturday's action were LSU's Derrick
Taylor 20, Georgia's
Dominique Wilkins 14,
_Auburn's Charles
Barkley 16, MSU's Jeff
Malone 21, Clark of Ole
Miss 19 and Florida's
Ronnie Williams 20.

For Catering Call ,
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Social Security tightens payment procedures
WASHINGTON (AP)The Social Security Administration is plugging a
loophole that made it
possible for juveniles who
killed their parents to collect survivor's benefits.
The tightening of procedures was ordered Sunday by Health and
Human Services
Secretary Richard S.
Sehweicker, who was
responding to reports of
two such cases in California, Social Security

spokesman Jim Brown
said.
A defendant sentenced
as a felon in a slaying is
prohibited under Social
Security law from getting
survivor's benefits based
on a relative's contributions to the system.
However, in the two
California cases the
beneficiaries apparently
escaped that restriction
because they were
sentenced as juveniles.
"I'm not going to stand

by and let a juvenile
delinquent get money out
of the Social Security
fund because he killed his
parent," Schweicker said
in a statement issued
Sunday.
One of the California
youths, who killed his
mother and sister five
years ago, reportedly
reaped $21,500 in survivor's benefits upon being paroled by the
California Youth Authority. A second juvenile,

who killed his father in Schweicker's order,
1977, reportedly received Brown said, Social
$8,000 in benefits.
Security offices around
Brown said the agency the country have been
has the authority to issue told not to process claims
rules to bar payments to from survivors who may
youthful offenders "and have intentionally killed
we can stop the checks of a parent.
anyone who is now collecAlso, field offices have
ting."
been instructed to forBut he said he doubts ward to Social Security's
the agency will be able to headquarters a descriprecover any payments tion of the circumstances
that already have been involving current
made.
/ beneficiaries who may
As a result of have been involved in a
_

felonious homicide, the
agency said.
Brown said he did not
know how many people
would be affected by the
action.
Congress ordered
Social Security to suspend disability benefits to
about 4,000 prisoners in
October 1980. Some of
them were mass
murderers whose crimes
were cited as evidence of
a mental disability that
qualified them.

UMW candidate'questions Church's leadership ability
DANTE, Va. (AP) Three candidates for the
top international offices
of the United Mine
Workers made a campaign stop here Saturday,
with Pennsylvanian Rich
Trumka accusing UMW
President Sam Church of
lacking leadership
qualities.
Trumka so far the sole
challenger to the incumbent Church as head of
the 160,000-member

union.
"I think it was wonderful," Local 1452 member
Darrell Kiser of Dante
said of Saturday's campaign rally at the Dante
Community Center.
Kiser and several
others, who sat in a gymnasium listening to the
"Why Not The Best"
slate, said they believed
there has "got to be" a
change in the union
hierarchy and their

ORDINANCE NUMBER 745
AN ORDINANCE CHANGING THE CITY:S FISCAL YEAR FROM A CALENDAR YEAR BASIS TO A FISCAL YEAR
BASIS OF JANUARY 1, 1982, TO JUNE
30, 1982, AND_THEREAFTER
ESTABLISHING THE CITY'S FISCAL
YEAR FROM JULY 1 THROUGH
JUNE 30.

ORDINANCE NUMBER 747
AN ORDINANCE WHICH REPEALED
ORDINANCE NUMBER 729, AN ORDINANCE WHICH FIXED THE
SALARIES OF CITY OF MURRAY JOB
CLASSIFICATIONS EFFECTIVE
JANUARY 1, 1981.
ADOPTED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON JANUARY 14, 1982.
ORDINANCE NUMBER 748
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 5 OF ORDINANCE NUMBER 727,
AN ORDINANCE WHICH CREATED
THE OFFICE OF CITY CLERK AND
PROVIDED FOR DUTIES AND COMPENSATION AND AMENDING SECTION 5 TO SET COMPENSATION EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1982.
ADOPTED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON JANUARY 14, 1982.
SYNOPSIS OF THE ABOVE WAS
PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION BY
WM. DONALD OVERBEY, ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Wm.Donald Overbey

ORDINANCE NUMBER 748
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY SIX MONTHS
BUDGET FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1,
1982 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1982, BY
ESTIMATING REVENUES AND
RESOURCES AND APPROPRIATING
'UNDS FOR THE OPERATION OF CITY
,
GOVERNMENT
WHEREAS, an annual budget proposal and
message has been prepared and delivered to
the City Council; and
WHEREAS, the City Council has reviewed
such budget proposal and made necessary
modifications,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY,
SECTION 1:
THAT THE SIX MONTHS BUDGET FOR
THE FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING
JANUARY 1, 1982 AND ENDING JUNE 30,
1982, IS HEREBY ADOPTED AS FOLLOWS:
_
Resources
Available:
Fund Balance
Carried Forward
Estimated
Revenues:
Property Taxes
Franchise Taxes
Lieense and Permits

Williams of Beckley,
W.Va.
Although Church has
yet to formally announce
a bid for a second term as
president, Trumka said
Saturday that Church had
formed a campaign committee.
Trumka is a thirdgeneration coal miner living with his mother in
Nemacolin, Pa. He is a
lawyer and has earned
degrees in accounting
and economics.
His main criticism of
Church has been that the
union president hasn't

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ADOPTED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON JANUARY 14, 1982.

Gemara!

choice is the Trumka,32.
Doug Gregory of Abingdon, who also belongs
to Local 1452, considered
Trumka and his running
mates to be "very intelligent ... I think that's
what we need."
Joining Trumka at
Saturday't rally in
southwestern Virginia's
District 28 were vice
presidential candidate
Cecil Roberts of Cabin
Creek, W.Va., secretarytreasurer hopeful John
Banovic of Litchfield, Ill.,
and incumbent international teller Jonathan

ACROSS
1 Bishopric
4 Greek letter
9 Laver of
tennis
12 River island
13 Bravery
14 Bother
15 Irritates
17 Ladle
19 Poker stake
21 Jolson
22 Call
25 Sea eagle
27 Word with
Near of Far
31 Skill
32 Pre-empts
34 Sun god
35 Swiss canton
36 Large tub
37 NC's neighbor
38 Gave
41 Pert of HRH
42 Solemn vow
43 Sal, for one
44 Pitcher parts
45 Teutonic
deity
47 Roman road
49 Helical
53 Set in. as a
page
57 Ventilate
58 Matched
60 Card game
of yore
61 Tiny
62 Constrain
63 Opener
DOWN
1 Sink
2 Healing
goddess
3 Greek letter
4 Baker's need
5 Subduing
6 — Dorado

7 Area 04 Mars
8 Solo
9 Knock
10 Poem
11 Clock beetle
16 Hindu
cymbals
18 Fold
20 Sin
22 A Marx
brother
23 Macaw
24 He, she or
26 Innovations
28 Near
29 Cut
30 Ivan and
others
32 Exist
33 Mild
expletive
35 Theater
attendant
39 And Lot
40 Siamese

News in brief
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41 Exclamation
44 Bitter vetch
46 Inclined
roadway
48 Finishes
49 Carpenters
tool
50 Dessert treat

51 Anger
52 Malay gibbon
54 Antlered
animal
55 Fish eggs
56 Plaything
59 Tellurium
symbol
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CUMBERLAND, Ky.
Shepherd said he plans
(AP) - A 61-year-old to take the case to the
beer distributor has final- state Court of Appeals.
ly been sworn in as
Cumberland's mayor, but
it may have cost him—MANILA, Phillipines
A Kentucky
more in legal fees than f AP)
native was among four
the job pays in a year.
Gene Mastin thought he men who died Sunday in a
won the office in the Nov. diving accident at the
3 general election when Subic Bay Naval Base in
he edged out opponent the Phillipines, said the
Glen Shepherd by one U.S. Navy.
Petty Officer 1st Class
vote, 537-536.
But Shepherd, 42, a Charles W. Bloomer, 26,
used-car dealer, florist formerly of Middletown
and incumbent mayor, in Jefferson County, Ky.,
filed a suit charging that was a diver aboard the
the election had been con- submarine Grayback.
The Navy salt the vicducted illegally.
While Harlan Circuit tims drowned when they
Judge Sid Douglass found were trapped without oxsome "innocent ygen inside a chamber of
mistakes"- had occurred the submerged subin counting absentee marine during diving off
ballots, he ruled that the coast of Luzon.
An initial investigation
Mastin was the rightful
indicated the accident
heir to the office.
Mastin estimates he was caused by equipment
spent more than $1,200 on malfunction, human erlegal fees to settle the ror, or both, said
authorities.
dispute.

3,200
271,802

Insurance Tax
Intergovernmental
Revenue
Total Resources
Available For
Appropriation
Appropriations.
General Government

- 243.500

Specials: L.C.D. 11/sftliplas
$14. Diamowl Psoiloats
$12-111. Solder 1 chain
$4.88. Sits dims
66.11. 114 teas wile
psa motel. Agora" 33%
had crystal for Waalry. let
.If szysittIrs.
Located hi Colman Realty
Our/ 414 N. 1216 753,81/. Ikon 11-5 Taos.O•it km.
SW.;
Atm.

Weddings are
specialty at

our

Carter
Studio
300 Mom

153 8298

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza
1411 Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Floating Hearts $3.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each 550.00 Purchase.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-7113

SLUGG0, DO YOU
BROWSE IN THAT
STORE EVERYDAY?
YES

44,500

8874,352

$212099

850,000

889.545

$44,000

YOU PUT THE SHELL
IN BACKWARDS!!

$2,000

3,3711 .

541,01111

n,ses -

7.599
111113,5e,

107,721

MOMAAY,

o.
114,3211

$11,158i

Ital..r“ es End
Of Sot
Month4 PM al
$14,374
$11,250
I '.•rota
114/1.4 2
141%
I1A1 1 IllS 01WINAP411
Pat/
A Ig 01.7 P.1)ON Till, SP.(:ONI)HEADING 1

CANDY 2

THE Po•ownav RACES
IC HIS LOVEP oNE5 IN
THE TREE HOUSE.•.
CASTLE IN THE

Is your hospitalization
insurance too high?
Wont better
Gall Tony
coverage
753Montgomery
7273
Bennett 8.
Murray
Associates

Kentucky. Group rote
for farmers

14. Want to Buy
Good used paint spray
gun. Binks or equal.
Also 40,000-60,000 BTU
ceiling hung gas heater.
753-3143.
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 474-11838 after 5pm.
We buy standing timber
of all types. Highest
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748, 235-5618, Cadiz,
Ky.

15. Articles for Sale

16. Home Furnishings

22. Musical
Sansui G 2000 receiver,
Sansui SC 3330 cassette
deck, dual 622 turn table
and 'Realistic speakers.
5500. 753-8056. Ask for
Scott.

5. Lost and Found
Orange and white female setter bird dog lost
in vicinity of Almo.
Reward. 354-6549 or
437-4254 anytime.

60,161
70,460

183,714
178,667
IKON
WW2

12. Insurance

Sears 2 manual organ in
a wood cabinet with
rhythm section. These
can be seen after 5p.m.
at 1008 Sharp St. or call
753 0309.
King size bed, mattress.
$375. Call 136-2249 anytime after Ip.m.
Refrigerator -freezer
14.7 cubic foot and 30
inch gas range. Call
489-2282 after 6p.m.

,2112 tO•ed f.shs. Syrolocol•

pain

170.099

A HIGHLY PRO
F'TABLE and beautiful
Jean and Sportswear
shop of your own.
$12,500 to 516,500, in
cludes inventory, fix
tures, in shop training,
one paid airfare to
Apparel Center and
more. Over 100
nationally known
brands such as Levi,
Lee, Chic, Calvin Klein,
Jordache, Zena. Call
Now
Pacesetter
Fashions, Inc. 1-800-6436305.
For sale. Want someone
to buy restaurant business for under $9000.
Will consider sub-lease.
753-0318.

24in. silver 4-10 bike.
Blue snake belly tires,
v -K T pedals. $100.
Good condition. 753-1783
after 5p.m.

6. Help Wanted

52,850

10. Business Opportunity

Insurance

Mil or
Rico's hits
$10 to '40 Off.
he Grow
Dress hits
$29.95
Die uhre
wall Nerckaslise
1 3 Off
/
Dells, Straw Hats, shirts,
cuts awl
Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday

Resident Planner's Office 22.429

'onlingoqu y

GOLD-SILVER GEMS

House cleaning and
Any hours
babysitting
available 435 4402

23. Exterminating

•

Poll( e
Fire
Streets
Sanitation
Parks & Itec reation
Animal Warden
Total Appropriations

LEO'S
FREE
DIAMOND
DRAWING.

...LON6E

I'M 50 SLEEP,... I
TNiNK I CAN
STAY AWAKE MOO-1...

33.000
40.000
215.000

Parking Fines
Charges For Services

78 Model Dawn
12' by 55' For Sole.
Call 753-0193
otter 6:00 p.m.

DONT

WW

$42,000

1. Situation Wanted

2. Notice

The boundary between Alaska and Canada was
settled in 1903 by a 3-to-2 vote of an international
commission.

Revenue
Revenue Illimkipal
Aid
Sharing
Sharing
Fund Contingency
Fund

$.11A.N

Rather than gaining
benefits for the rank and
file, Church has said
"Look what we've saved," Trumka remarked
in a quiet voice. And a
weak contract spells
doom for organizing efforts, Trumka said. "The
best organizing tool is a
good contract," he said.
The mainstay of
Trumka's platform, he
said, is to get districts
and locals involved in
organizing efforts so that
a "personal touch" is
established.
"Organizing for the
past several years has
been a hit-and-miss proposition," Trumka said.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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YOu LOOK
TRU! MARCIE

"demonstrated leadership qualities." This
weakness has been carried over the bargaining
table, Trumka maintained, and forced the UMW's
rank and file to live with
"take away contracts."
"We identify with the
needs and aspirations of
the coal miners,"
Trumka said of the ticket
formed last year.
Church, who was vice
president under now
president-emeritus Arnold Miller, has been involved in contract
negotiations for the past
two ratified pacts. But he
has taken the "negative
approach," Trumka said.

MIMI&

CANDY,
MOMMY

-I ON JANUARY I,

NO, DARLINGS. IT'S
TOO CLOSE
TO DINNER
TIME.

AW•••
PLEASE,
MOMMY.

9. Situation Wanted

BEG/A/AWG

Mother of 2 age 30
desires to keep babies
or small children part
time or lull time, day or
night /59 1692

14 JANUARY. 1912
HOLMES Fills
111,MURRAY
MA YOR.
KENTU(1K V

Al 11.51' .114, 'HAN:,
11W e1.1.19(

$100, Per Week Part
Time at Home. Web
ster, America's foremost
dictionary company
needs home workers to
update local mailing
lists. All ages, ex
perience unnecessary.
Call 1 716-842 6000. Ext.
5112
Earn up to 51000, a
month extra income.
Dynamic new company
seeking part-time field
managers with top pay
1 965
ing commission
5387 phone now!!
Medical records trans
criptionist. Competitive
salary and fringes. Only
experienced persons
Contact
need apply
Personnel Department
Murray•Calloway
County Hospital
Murray Ky, 42071,
Telephone 502 753 5131.

TALE OF
Rex

-

to

MURDER

Kelley's Termite
A Pest Control
Ph... 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous

14K T. gold ladies
watch. Has almost 1 and
one quarter ounces of
gold in watch. Face has
diamond on 2 sides.
-753-0309.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Firewood Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436-2758.
Kero Sun Heaters.
Omni 15 $147.99,
Moonlighter $154.99,
Radiant 8 $162.99,
Radiant 10 $209,99,
Radiant 36 *212.99.
Omni 85 $218.99, Omni
105 $247.99. The Direc
tor $254.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Restaurant equipment
belonging to Hickory
Hut Barbecue. Every•
thing to be sold. Call
753.0318.
SEASONED
FIRE.WOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18"-24"
available. $27.50 a rick
Call John
delivered
Boyer at 753 8536.
Wood stove, washer and
dryer. Call 136 5657

U. TV-Radio

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39 95
19" color, 13" col
or, 19" B/W •

CLAYTONS
753 7575
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32. Apts. For Rent

1961 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 474
8138.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
bedroom, 2 baths, fur
fished. Call 753-4683 or
753-1336 after 5p.m.
1971 14x70 3 bedroom, 2
bath. Central heat and
air, double insulated,
unfurnishd. Like new.
MOO.435-4122.

One and 2 bedroom Rooms for rent. One
apartments near down- block from university.
town Murray. Call 753 Call 753 6933 or 753 1812.
4109 or 436-2144.

MOBILE NOMES
FOR SALE
1 • 2 IR 12x60 1974
Grow& 1 owner with
stove, ref., washer.
dryer.
2 • 12160 fire. is
Mobile Nome Village
extra nice.
3 • 10x57 fora, for
less them
$2,000.00.
4. 12 x 60 furs. only
$4,500.00.
75i41190

ione

WO.
ase.

•
ROA!
PROPIRTY 114ANAGEOMINT

21. Mobile Home Rentals
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12x60 2 bedroom, furnished on private lot in
Roberts Mobile Estates.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.
12x60 mobile home for
rent. Nice, natural gas
heat, furnished. Mobile
Home Village. 753-3895.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dills
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom, carpeted, new furniture,
central gas-heat. See at
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. Call 489-2611.
Two bedroom trailer
12ft. wide, gas. Near
Murray. No, pets. Call
.489-2118.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Central heat and
air on 1 and one half
acre lot. 3 miles east of
Murray. Families only.
$120. per month, $75.
deposit. Call 753-0712 or
753-3534,
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home. $150. per
month rent, $75. security deposit. No pets. Call
753-4808.

30. Business Rentals

•

Mimi •
Warehoese
Storage Space
For Rent
753-47SE

33. Rooms tor Rent

Nice duplex apartment
located. in. Westwood
Subdivision. 2 bedroom,
carpeted throughout,
central heat and air,
washer-dryer hook- up,
refrigerator, range,
dishwasher, disposal,
built-in. microwave.
Lease, deposit, and
references required.
Call 759-1503. 4. •-7.46
One bedroom_ furnished
apartment 1 block from
MSU. Air condition,
wall to wall carpet. $75.
deposit, $110. per
month. Call 759-4538.
One bedroom furnished
apartment 121 North
next to fairgrounds. $90.
a month. 753-3139. College boys preferred.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Near hospital. Will repaint to suit
tenant. Adults. No pets.
'Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208
after 4:00p.m.
One bedroom apartment and 2 or 3 bedroom house. Near university. 492-8225.
One bedroom small
apartment. Partial
ytilities furnished. Call
753-7505or 753-3393.
Two bedroom aparIt•
ment for rent. Range,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Call
753-2622 or753-3865.
Two bedroom duplex
semi-furnished. Now
available. Panorama
Shores. $175. month plus
utilities. Students considered.436-2755.
Unfurnished 2 bedroom
apartment. Hamlet
North Apartments. 7537550 or 753-7559.
WANTED: female student, teacher or working 'girl to share nice
furnished home with
young female university instructor. $100. per
month plus half of
utilities. Phone 753-9280
after 4p.m.

34. Houses for Rent
Available immediately,
well-insulated S room,
re-decorated house near
Murray. 94 East.
Couples. No pets,
$150. leeferences. Deposit. 753-7551.
&eautiful 3 bedroom
unfurnished, all electric
home on S. 9M. Available Thurs., Jan. 13th
8250. per month rent,
$150. deposit. Call 753,
9829.
Beautiful home 5 miles
east of Murray. 4 bed
room, 3 bath, den,
central heat and air,
with heat pump. Redecorated. Before 2p.m.
753-0858, after 4:30p.m.
753-8943.
Five year old 3 bedroom
house. Carpeted, large
kitchen, insulated, water furnished. Near
Aurora. $195. plus deposit. 442-3817.
Nice brick home located
in city, 3 bedroom,
living room, den, kitchen. Lease and deposit
required. $285. month.
Call 7591503.
Option to buy. 3 acre,
nice 2 bedroom home.
Stove, refrigerator. 7
miles east of Murray on
280. All remodeled. $175,
month plus deposit.
436-2802.

Ni. Leasitt

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2 & 3 bedroom nits tun
$155.11 per me. Namlicapped lilt. Newly custruted
astral beat awl air,
carpeted, kitcbee appliances. Office Niers Nos.Fri. 9:01-12:N Nem
Wheel Sr.
Nirray, Ky.
512-759-4914
Equal Nusieg Opportunity

32. Apts. For Rent
Extra nice 2 bedroom,
unfurnished duplex in
Westwood Subd. With
fireplace, patio, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal and
washerdrver hook-up.
$265. month plus deposit. 753-9266 or
• 305-792-5565.
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33. RoomsfirRent
Private furnished room
for men students one
half block off campus.
Private entrance, kitchen, air condition,
utilities furnished. $410
per semester. 1626
Hamilton. Call 753-1342
or 753-8572.

PERSONNEL
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41. Public Sale

27. Mobile Home Sales

The Ultimate To Utilize
Your Professiotal Abilities
Contineed Dynamic Growth Nos Crested
Another Opening With A Nationally
Known Compeay Fir A

PERSONNEL MANAGER
If You Are Currently;
'A Personnel Assistamt In A Median Site
Meaufectering Operation
:r Or At A Dead hid la Tar Center
Possess 2.5 Yrs. Ilaads-On Experieace
As A Pommel Generalist
Neve A Knowledge of Varies: Concepts Of:
"ENE EMPLOYEE PARTKIPATION"
'( Nave A College Degree In Persommel
Mmeagemeet Or Related Field, Or
Eilmilivent In Experience.
them you may be the individval
we ore seeking
Meet our requirements and we'll mere them
meet per careerexpectetiens throe* our professional menegement traising program,
preferably with experience.
Saler, cemmeaserete with- experience and
comprehensive packets. Act new by sessile,
your resume sod salary remeireineatiI complete comfideace to

I

36. For Rentor Lease
Burley 'Tobacco Poundage for 1982 crop. Row
crop land. If you plan on
cutting back or want to
rent or lease your land
call Kim Wallis
489-2462.
37. Livestock-Supplies
Five white faced cows
with black calves. MO.
a pair. 753-3625.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Registered
Boxers. 5 weeks old, 2
males. Call 759-1995.

43. Real Estate

POPY AVAILABLE

43. Real Estate

ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty and
convenience are a
few of the adjectives that describe
this 3 bedroom, 2
bath home, less
than 4 years old.
Home is sparkling
clean and features
a family room,
fireplace with wood
stove;separate living room, heat
pump air control
system. Offered in
the Mid 4 0's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.
NEW LISTING
60 ACRES
Fresh on the
market is this
choice 60 acre trct
just west of Murray
city limits at intersection of
Highway 94 and
Johnny Robertson
Road. 55 tendable
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn and
several hundred
feet of blacktop
highway frontage.
Phone 753-1222 for
all details.

Air conditioners, stereo
equipment, t.v. game
tape players. Encyclo
pedia, Ford Pine°,
clothes and lots of
miscellaneous. 403 5
llth. Jan 11.16,9-5.

Perdem A Mormon
Insurance
Real Estate
Sestbside Curt Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Strout.
Realty
Office Coes? to Coast
layers ham Everywhere
lehable Service Since 1900
1912 Csidwater Awl
Money, genteciy 42071
(502)753-0186
Anytime
JOEL. KENNON
Brehm
liceesed Beaded

753-1222
FORUM&

MY OWN
KENTUCKY
HOME
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a, double
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central
vacuum system, intercom, .automatic
garage door
opener,- • wet bar,
and two patios.
Everything you
need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment
today, 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty.
We are members of
Multiple Listing
Service.
DISTINCTIVE
HOME
Beautiful 3
bedroom home on
Highway 94 just
West of Murray City limits. Formal
dining room, living
room, den, large
game room,
tastefully
decorated
throughout-Private
setting and convenient location.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty. in
Murray.

53. Services Offered

Approximately 441 acres
on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
Church road. Call 4S92425.

1957 For,d. $550.
474-U38.
'
1969 hove for sale. Call
after 5p.m. 767-4462.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses
Jack Glover 753 1873,
APPLIANCE SER
VICE, KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL and
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
years experience
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
Appliance Service, 203 S
5th. 753-4872 or 753-8886.
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum
cleaned from your
driveway. Industrial,
residential, or corn
mercial. 24 hour
service. Call 753-5933.

Forty seven acres on
Hwy 94 West. Call
159-1987.

43. Real Estate
FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom,
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
at a fantastic rate.
Special features: beautiful creek and
wooded view from re
dwood deck, enormous
family room with
fireplace, two .car garage and much more at;
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.

44. Lotsfor Sale

49. Used Cars

45. Farmsfor Sale

46. Homesfor Sale

"Profs:shoal Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Nears
753-8277
or 753-9036
YOU'LL FALL
IN LOVE
WITH...
This tri-level beauty on 2 lots on
Camelot Dr. in
Kingswood. Sub.
Newly decorated
and carpeted,
painted inside and
out, immaculately
kept. Has central
gas heat, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths,
large den. Range,
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposal, draperies
included. Outside
storage building,
carport. Owners
moved North realistically priced
this home at
$59,900. For quick
sale.
OWNER LEFT
TOWN-MAKE
OFFER
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
By, is ideally
locatd at 1501 London Drive, Canterbury. So many
quality features,
kitchen appliances,
all draperies inc lud ed. Newly
painted, inside and
out last year. Double garage,
automatic ,opener,
beautiful landscaped lot. Mid60's.

•

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout, 2
bathes, large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large itor
a.ge room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493.
By owner one and one
half story, 3 bedroom.
Walnut kitchen
cabinets, fireplace,
basement, garage, low
utility bills, deep lot,
near hospital. 12.
financing available with
$10,000 down, $42,750.
Call 753-4710 after
5:30p.m.
Two bedroom with den
or 3 bedroom. Natural
gas, central heat and
air, TVA insulation. Has
attached apartment
which can -be used as
extra bedroom. Extra
large lot, 16x12 tool shed
or shop. 2 blocks from
university and elementary schools. Lots of
extras. 753-7956. '

47. Motorcycles
1980 Yamaha 175 IT.
1973 Kawasaki 150 MX.
Good running condition.
Will sell both for $795.
Call 354-6278.
IT 175 Yamaha good
condition. Call 753-3107.

H.Auto Services
1979 Chevrolet V-6 engine, low milage. 4742325.
Import Auto Salvage.
Repair that Opal,
Volkswagon, Oatsun,
Subaru, Fiat, Chevy
*Luv, Capri Toyota,
Honda. All kinds of new
and used pants. Call
474-2325.

This. •
Take
, Home...Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leav"Pref.:14W Services
ing behind an
. With The
assumable loan.
Poor guy!!.We've
Frigidly Touch"
lot every conAfter Office
44. Lots for Sale
fidence this home
Nears
will sell within the
753-1277
month. Three
or 753-9036
bedrooms with
ONL Y
THIS
delightful decor,
IS IT!!
$1,000.00
beamed ceiling
This newly listed
greatroom, prachome offers size,
tical utility and
Almost one ore lend
quality and location
fenced yard proseer
lake, seer Murall at a reasonable
vides home for
Hurry! Put wll
ray.
price! Brick
your family. Dial
sell
to
first buyer.
veneer, 4 extra
753-1492 now.
Write D. McKie. P. 0.
large bedrowns._ - HALFWAY TO
Box 391947 Miami
with huge closets, 2
HEAVEN
Beech, Fla. 33139.
full baths, den with
or maybe even
fireplace, big
closer
kitchen-dinnette,
Row cropping,
central gas heat and
livestock or a comair-conditioning.
bination of both Located in Bagwell
tobacco barn,
Manor near shoppmilkhouse, faring. An unusually
rowing house, year
good home at only
round spring-fed
$66,900.00.
creek runs through
INVESTMENT
the property into a
PERFECT
30-acre water shed
110TD4A 1ORS
1909 Westwood,
lake. Oh yes,
WEAL ESTATE
almost new duplex,
ladies, there is a
753-00$0
cedar 'siding, each
four bedroom
side features 2
brick home
H.R., living room,
pampered by its
"Professional Services
kitchen, bath, wall
owners. What
With The
to wall carpeting,
more could you
friendly Teeth"
appliances, city
ask? How • about
After Office
financing you say?
water and sewer.
Nears
We have that also
Each side rents for
753-1277
•
$225. See this one
on this 293 acre
or 753.9036
country estate.
soon. In 50's.
GOOD
Dial 753-1492 for
507 WHITNELLST.
NEIGHBORHOOD
personal
your
3 bedroom, I bath,
205 Woodlawn brochure on this
B.V., carport- very
Very _nice home,
estate. After hours
nice home, newly
full basement.
dial 436-2166.
painted inside and
Electric beat, air
out. Electric heat,
conditioner, close to
window air condiM.S.U.a. shopping,
tioner, near Bel-Air
on‘hady lot. 2
etc.
Shopping, schools,
op,- 1 large
H.R.'s
restaurants, etc. In
LORETTA NS,HAMS®
bedroom,
utility,
30's. Check soon
1200 Sycamore
`garage and basewill go fast at this
Murray Kentucky 42011
ment level. Only
(502(153 1492
location.
$26,900.00.
Murray-Calloway
NEW QUALITY
County hospital
HOME
In Canterbury - enjoy the good life in
this lovely 3 H.R.,
2 1.-z bath
oCamodknyCoi.••}
225 L.P. MiNer St. is....fr
home. Entry foyer,
large family room
Specializing In Senio. Citizens
Calloway County
with fireplace Cen$1.00
Cuts
Hair

For
Sale.
1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.
Ian Vane glIMA

Good condition,
clean, good
family car. Asking $1,900. Call
153-6821 after 5
p.m.
1975 Grand Torino
Sport. Excellent condition. $15.50. 1972 Cadillac
Coupe Deville. Excellent condition. $1000.
474-8838.
1978 Cougar Mereury
XR 7. Fully loaded.
$3850. Call 759-1465.
1998 King Cobra._ V-8,
Cassette player, good
condition. Best offer.
Call 753-0963.
1979 Luv 4-wheel drive
like new. Call 753-6132.
1976 Grand Prix. Excellent condition. 7599702 alter 3p.m.

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts, - Batteries,
Twos, Wheel Coven,
Auto Accessories.

753.5.500
50. Used Trucks

49. Used Cars

I

4.

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All work
guorant•ed. Free
Estimates. Coll 7591859 01753-6SM.

Concrete block and
20 years
brick work
experience. Free es
timates. Call 753-5476.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
Furniture Stripping and
Repair. Call 753-709,
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359, nights 47/-2276.
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
_ ters installed for y9ur
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 -for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove stumps up to 24
inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates: Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob,
Kemp Jr 435-431g.

1951 4-wheel driite Ford
pickup with 72 running
gear. $700. Call 753-4521.
1973 Thunderbird. Re- 1972 CJ -5 Jeep. 36,000
built engine, fully actual miles. 492-8949.
loaded, mag wheels.
1972 Semi. White freight
$950. Call 759-1465.
liner. $3000. Motor.just
1974 Chevrolet Monte overhauled.474-8838.
Carlo. Body damaged.'
1973 Chevrolet pickup
$650. Call 759-1465.
350 engine. $675. 4741974 Maverick. 2 door, 6 8838.
cylinder, air condition,.
1978 GMC 4x4 short
power steering and
wheel base. Two tone
power. brakes. Autoblue, 7in, lift kit with
matic, 57,000 miles.
many extras. Between
436-2802.
30-4:30, 527-3633. All
1974 Volkswagon other times 527-3704.
Dasher station wagon. Ask for Chuck.
AM-FM, 56,000 miles,
1979 Chevrolet 4-wheel
well kept, excellent
drive. Call 753-5167.
condition. Call after
5p.m. 753-5773.
53. Services Offered

Mann Service Ce.
aiming 'zed vioyl silieg,
cult! trim work
References. Call Will Ed
galley, 753409.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more.. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
P rofessional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top,
sides,.. commercial or
residential. Call
Tremon Farris.
739-1987.
Sammy Tidwell Painting Contractor. Ex
perienced interior and
exterior painting. Free
estimates. Call 753-4686
or 753-0487.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. 7535476.
Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.

All your plumbing.and
air conditioning needs.
Also do carpentry, painting, roof 1977 Lincoln Mark V, ing and concrete. All
done to satisfacone owner, local car, work
tion. 753-2211.
loaded.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free
Oldsmobile
estimates call 753-2310.
Pontiac
Automobile machanic
will do work on autoCadillac
matic and all gasoline
1406 West Maio
engined trucks. All. work 57. wanted,
753-5315
n
o
110 guaranteed. Call 437-r Babysitter in my home
3-11 shift. 759-9824%
4546.

FOR SALE

Purdom's

Dial-A-Service

911

Poison

Control

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Kandy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
6 a.m.-Midaight 7 Days A Week
753-5351/7534352

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
AN Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492-8983
Day
753 4 150

753-7588

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOPS

"Shampoo, Shave and Haircut ;2.75
• Open Noun
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thos., Fri., Sat.
7: R•2:30 - 753-3685
• me

P.O. Nos 10406 Murray, Ky. 42071
An level Opportvaity Employer 1A-F

AMC MallnuM:11-.

iliAIIIIC 110101
TAll SALE &
FLEA NAINET
9 a.m.-9 p.s. Feb. 1 & lie
Murray laps Cuter speared by Murray 111384
Cll. kalifs welcome.
Limited umber if bulbs.
Available (Sr iefermatin se
Nee WM call 1534515.
1534173,

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

dr""•

753-5131

tral elec. heat
pump,' lovely
I inutile
carpeting
gataer, automatic
In 110's

Rescue Squad

753-6952

Abasing= mod WIWI
Custom trim
work. ifferflIC*S.
Col WA Ed Bailey,
753-0619.

Loyd A. McClure

Rust Signs
Murals
Truck
Lettering
Gold Leaf
All Types
of Sign Work

153-6903

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air Conditioning Sales,- Sales
and Service. Madera
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

7S3-9290

Omar
CJSTM MITC111111
CABINETS 3CUSTOM
11110411111411HEIN6
•castus BINU
*OHM MIimam
CASINOS

753-5940
• 1212 MAIN

Wray
Leather
Shop
literal Cater
751433
Leather gifts:
Purses, billfolds,
belts, etc.- Minor

'Shoe -Repair,
Custom made
leather-items.
•
"4.

.

-

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Police
911
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Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
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Salem Slim Lights 100's.
Light in tar. Light in looks.
With all the smooth
‘- country freshness of a Salem.
"One Beautiful Menthol
in one beautiful box.

C 19117

ay. per cigarette by FTC method.
nicotine
. .
•
. ,9 mg."tat".0.7 mg.
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